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Auckland Transport

AUP:OP

Auckland Unitary Plan: Operative in Part
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Auckland Council

COVID-19 Act

COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Act 2020

CPTED

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design

DBC

Detailed Business Case

Drury Central Station
Project

Package of work that includes the implementation of two NoRs and
associated resource consents for:


Rail station platforms (NoR DC-S); and



Transport interchange facilities (NoR DC-I)

FTN
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Future Urban Land Supply Strategy
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of this report

KiwiRail Holdings Limited (KiwiRail) is the State-Owned Enterprise that is responsible for the
construction, maintenance, and operation of New Zealand’s rail network. In this capacity, KiwiRail
seeks a package of four Notices of Requirement (NoRs) and associated resource consents to
designate and deliver the Drury Central and Paerata Rail Station Projects (the Projects) (see Table
1-1 and Figure 1-1).
The purpose of this report is to address the requirements of section 171(1)(b) of the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA), and Schedule 6, Clause 33(2)(b) of the COVID-19 Recovery (Fasttrack Consenting) Act 2020 (COVID-19 Act). The two provisions require a territorial authority or expert
consenting panel (as relevant) to consider:
“whether adequate consideration has been given to alternative sites, routes, or
methods of undertaking the work if –
(i) the requiring authority does not have an interest in the land sufficient for undertaking
the work; or
(ii) it is likely that the work will have a significant adverse effect on the environment.”
KiwiRail does not currently have an interest in all of the land required for the construction, operation,
and maintenance of the Projects. Accordingly, a full evaluation of alternative sites, routes, and
methods has been undertaken. This report summarises the methods used to identify and assess
alternatives for each station, identifies the range of alternatives considered; and details the reasons
that the preferred sites, routes, and methods were chosen over other options.

1.2

Background on the Projects

The Projects comprise two proposed stations between Papakura and Pukekohe – Drury Central
Station and Paerata Station (see Figure 1-1). A package of NoRs and resource consents is proposed
for the construction, operation, and maintenance of the two stations. The detail of components for
each station to be accommodated within the NoRs is summarised in Table 1-1 and Figure 1-1.
Table 1-1 – Summary of NoRs for Drury Central and Paerata Stations
Notice

Description

Purpose

Drury Central Station
NoR DC-S

New designation for Drury Central Station

The purpose of the designation is to develop,
operate, and maintain railways, railway lines,
railway infrastructure, and railway premises as
defined in the Railways Act 2005.

NoR DC-I

New designation for Drury Central Station
interchange facilities and accessway

The purpose of the designation is to develop,
operate, and maintain railways, railway lines,
railway infrastructure, and railway premises as
defined in the Railways Act 2005.
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Paerata Station
NoR P-S

New designation for Paerata Station

The purpose of the designation is to develop,
operate, and maintain railways, railway lines,
railway infrastructure, and railway premises as
defined in the Railways Act 2005.

NoR P-IA

New designation for Paerata Station
interchange facilities and accessways

The purpose of the designation is to develop,
operate, and maintain railways, railway lines,
railway infrastructure, and railway premises as
defined in the Railways Act 2005.

1.3

Approach to Drury West Station

In addition to the Drury Central and Paerata Stations that are the subject of this report, a third station
at Drury West is also proposed. The NoRs and associated resource consents for the Drury West
Station will be lodged and applied for separately to Drury Central and Paerata Stations, and will be
the subject of a separate Assessment of Alternatives report.
Notwithstanding, much of the alternative assessment for the Drury Central and Paerata Stations
originates from optioneering undertaken as part of the Te Tupu Ngātahi business case process
(described in section 3 of this report). The business cases predated decisions regarding the
packaging of applications, and accordingly addressed all three stations including Drury West Station.
While the assessments for Drury Central and Paerata Stations are self-contained, this report does
retain references to Drury West Station where relevant to the Drury Central Station in the context of
particular assessment criterion being documented. This is largely limited to high level assessments of
the operational performance of different station locations, where this is intrinsically linked to the
distances between stations being planned. It is also referred to where relevant in discussions of the
business case process.
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Figure 1-1 – Drury Central and Paerata Stations – contextual map
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2

Structure of this Report

The structure of the Report is as follows:
Table 2-1 – Report Structure
Section

Heading

Description

Executive Summary
Part A: Introduction and Background
1

Introduction

2

Structure of this report

Part B: Methodology for Alternatives Assessment
3

Alternatives Assessment
Methodology



Summary of the Te Tupu Ngātahi business case
process, the iterative alternative assessment
undertaken throughout, and the practice of undertaking
gap analysis between each business case phase.



Summary of the alternative assessment methods,
including:


Use of Form and Function process to define
options;



Use of Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA) to evaluate
and compare options; and



Approach to the existing and future environment
used in assessment.

Part C: Summary of High-Level Optioneering – Routes and Sites (PBC and IBC phases)
4

Key route and site decisions
reached in the PBC and IBC phases



Summary of key decisions and how they were reached
in the PBC and IBC, which provide the context for
station optioneering. These include:


Decisions regarding the total number of planned
stations and their general locations (PBC phase);



Decisions regarding the use of the existing North
Island Main Trunk (NIMT) railway line versus
alternative mass transit routes (PBC and IBC
phases); and



Decisions regarding the planned number of tracks
along the NIMT.

Part D: Detailed Assessment of Alternatives for Drury Central Station Sites (IBC and DBC phases)
5

6

Drury Central Station Detailed
Alternatives Assessment –
Introduction



Summary of the structure of and process documented
in Part D.



Summary of form and function and opportunities and
constraints pertinent to all Drury Central option
groupings.

Drury Central Station – Platforms



Summary of IBC optioneering for platform locations;
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Section

7

8

Heading

Drury Central Station – Interchange
Facilities

Drury Central Station – Summary

Description


Summary of optioneering scope confirmation between
the IBC and DBC phases;



Summary of DBC option development, option
assessment, and option refinement for platform
locations;



Summary of relevant engagement;



Identification of the preferred and discarded options for
platform locations.



Summary of DBC option development, option
assessment, and option refinement for interchange
facilities;



Summary of relevant engagement;



Identification of the preferred and discarded options for
interchange facilities.



Summary of preferred options for Drury Central
Station.

Part E: Detailed Assessment of Alternatives for Paerata Station Sites (IBC and DBC phases)
9

Paerata Station Detailed
Alternatives Assessment – Process




10

11

Paerata Station – Platforms

Paerata Station – Interchange
Facilities




Summary of IBC optioneering for platform locations;
Summary of optioneering scope confirmation between
the IBC and DBC phases;



Summary of DBC option development, option
assessment, and option refinement for platform
locations;



Summary of relevant engagement; and



Identification of the preferred and discarded options for
platform locations.



Summary of DBC option development, option
assessment, and option refinement for interchange
facilities;
Summary of relevant engagement; and



12

Paerata Station – Accessway

Te Tupu Ngātahi Supporting Growth

Summary of the structure of and process documented
in Part F.
Summary of form and function and opportunities and
constraints pertinent to all Paerata option groupings.



Identification of the preferred and discarded options for
interchange facilities.



Summary of the process of adapting IBC and early
DBC optioneering for SH22 Southern Connector as the
basis of options for Paerata Station Accessway;




Summary of relevant engagement; and
Identification of the preferred and discarded options for
the accessway.
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Section

Heading

Description

13

Paerata Station – Summary



Summary of preferred options for Paerata Station.



Summary of consideration of alternative statutory
methods, consenting approaches, staging approaches,
and construction methodology.

Part F: Alternative Methods
14

Alternative Methods
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3

Alternatives Assessment Methodology

This section summarises the methods used to identify and assess options for the South Rail Station
Projects through the business case and planning processes. In particular, it covers:
 The Te Tupu Ngātahi business case process, the iterative alternative assessment undertaken
throughout the business case process, and the practice of undertaking gap analysis between each
business case phase;
 The methods used to identify and compare options through the business case and planning
processes, including the Form and Function process, and the use of Multi-Criteria Assessment
(MCA); and
 The consideration of land use planning, including the approach to the existing and future
environment used in assessment.

3.1

Summary of the business case process

The optioneering undertaken during the Te Tupu Ngātahi business case process between 2016-2020
was premised on the need to be sufficiently robust to meet the RMA (and later the COVID-19 Act)
requirements regarding the consideration of alternatives. KiwiRail as the requiring authority, applicant,
and delivery agency for the Projects under NZUP has reviewed the business case process and
endorses the consideration of alternatives undertaken.
Accordingly, much of the alternative assessment documented in this report to support the applications
for the Projects originates from the business case process. The following subsections provide a brief
summary of the business case process and the optioneering methodology followed at each iteration.
The business case process is also summarised in Figure 3-1.

3.1.1

Programme Business Case (PBC)

The Transport for Future Urban Growth (TFUG) Programme Business Case (PBC) was developed in
2016 after the finalisation of the extent of the Future Urban Zone (FUZ) in the AUP:OP. The key
output of the PBC was the identification of an overall programme of transport network interventions
required to support urbanisation of the planned FUZ areas across the region. These outputs then
formed the starting point for the subsequent Indicative Business Case (IBC).
The options assessed in the PBC comprised various programme scenarios (i.e. different
combinations of projects), which in turn assumed different levels of transport investment. The
assessment of programmes comprised both a strategic merits test and an MCA. In terms of the rail
network in the Southern growth area, the recommended programme identified numerous interventions
to be taken forward for further investigation, including three general study areas for rail stations (Drury
Central, Drury West, and Paerata), as well as upgrade of the NIMT between Papakura and Pukekohe.
The PBC assessments on programme elements pertaining to the Southern rail network are covered in
greater detail in section 5 of this report.

3.1.2

Indicative Business Case (IBC)

Following the finalisation of the PBC, the programme was divided into four IBCs, progressing the
optioneering for the transport networks supporting growth in the Warkworth, Northern Auckland,
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Figure 3-1 – Overall Alternative Assessment Process

North-Western Auckland, and Southern Auckland growth areas respectively. The key outputs of the
four IBCs were Indicative Strategic Transport Network plans for each of the four growth areas, which
were completed in 2018 and released publicly in 2019.
The South IBC included optioneering for rail station platforms within the Drury Central, Drury West,
and Paerata station study areas identified in the PBC. All options were progressed through an MCA
process, which identified indicatively preferred options, to be confirmed through more granular
analysis in a subsequent DBC.
The IBC assessments on programme elements pertaining to the Southern rail network are covered in
greater detail in section 5, and on a station-by-station basis in parts D-F of this report.

3.1.3

Detailed Business Case (DBC)

Following the finalisation of the IBC, the projects comprising the Indicative Strategic Transport
Network were grouped into separate packages for the DBC phase and subsequent route protection to
enable an appropriately granular level of analysis. The South Rail Station Projects were included in
the South Rail DBC.
The alternative assessment undertaken for the South Rail DBC forms the basis of the assessment of
alternative sites and routes for the Drury Central and Paerata Rail Station Projects. The below
subsections provide a general summary of the methodology used in the DBC, which was followed on
a station-specific basis, and documented in Parts D and E of this report.
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Step One – Optioneering Scope Confirmation / Gap Analysis
This initial phase of the South Rail DBC involved assessment of previous reasoning in the IBC
through a gap analysis process. This aimed to establish whether the context for the projects (in this
case, rail station platforms) had not changed to the extent that either:
a. new options beyond the scope of previously assessed options would need to be
developed; or
b. previously discarded options would need to be revisited.
This analysis found that no widening of scope beyond the IBC options was required for station
platforms, and generally that the scope for platforms could be narrowed at each location compared
with the IBC.
At this phase, it was identified that the locations and extents of the interchange facilities (i.e. park-andride, pick-up/drop-off, bus interchange, and bicycle parking facilities) were beyond the scope of the
IBC and had therefore not been considered at that stage. Accordingly, options were developed for
interchange facilities for all three stations, and added as a second option grouping to be included in
DBC option development (see Figure 3-1).
Optioneering for Accessways providing multi-modal connections to stations formed a third option
grouping (see Figure 3-1).

Step Two – Option Development
The stations were split into three option groupings at each station for the purposes of option
development (i.e. developing the shortlist of options to be assessed) – station platforms, station
interchange facilities, and station accessways. The approach to option development for each of these
groupings is summarised below.
Platforms
Refinement of the platform options was undertaken based on the optioneering scope confirmation
phase findings. The resultant shortlists comprised three platform options to be assessed at Drury
Central, and two at Paerata.
Interchange Facilities
For the station interchange facilities, footprint options were developed around each of the shortlisted
platform options. The size, shape, and location of footprint options was derived from consideration of
multiple factors, including:
 Predicted levels of travel demand to stations, derived in part from transport modelling;
 Functional requirements for the facilities at each station;
 Environmental constraints;
 Proximity to preferred platform locations and points of access;
 Comparator examples; and
 Desired land use planning and mode shift outcomes.
The resultant shortlists comprised six interchange footprint options to be assessed at Drury Central,
and two to be assessed at Paerata.
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Accessways
Previous business case work undertaken by Te Tupu Ngātahi had identified the need for strategic
roads connecting the Paerata Station with the existing SH22, and was being undertaken separately to
the South Rail DBC.
Given the intrinsic need for the stations to be accessible to operate, an accessway for Paerata Station
was brought into the rail station scope at this stage. A gap analysis of the previous shortlist
optioneering by Te Tupu Ngātahi was undertaken, with a view towards ensuring that it was sufficiently
robust to proceed with earlier identified preferred alignment. This gap analysis concluded that the
analysis was sufficiently robust, and that the same preferred alignment would be reached if the
analysis was repeated for station accessways. On this basis, the previous assessment from the
earlier business case work was used as the basis for the preferred accessways.
No accessway was identified as being required for Drury Central given all options could take access
from existing roads.

Step Three – Option Assessment
From the option development process noted above, shortlists of options for station platforms,
interchange facilities, and accessways were compiled at each of the rail station locations. Each
shortlist of options was assessed using the following general process:
1. Each option was assessed using the Te Tupu Ngātahi MCA Framework (described in section 4.3
below), with each criterion assessed by a relevant subject matter expert. This assessment largely
took place in a series of multi-disciplinary workshops;
2. Engagement during and following the MCA process, including:
a. Inclusion of Manawhenua in MCA workshops, and subsequent hui to assess matters of
importance to Manawhenua;
b. Stakeholder and public feedback;
c. Workshops involving project partners – e.g. Auckland Transport, Waka Kotahi, Auckland
Council; and
3. Identification of an emerging preferred option for each grouping at the conclusion of the above
process.

Step Four – Option Refinement
Once the emerging preferred option for each grouping was identified, a process of option refinement
was undertaken. The purpose of option refinement was to respond to the various competing
considerations identified in the MCA assessment, with a view to improving the overall performance of
each emerging preferred option.
Further design refinement was undertaken when technical specialists prepared their assessments of
environmental effects, and had undertaken site visits and investigations. For some projects, this has
resulted in additional refinement of the design for example to further reduce impacts on a particular
environmental feature. This is documented where relevant in this report.
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3.1.4

Value Engineering Option Refinement

In addition to the option refinement discussed above, a subsequent process of value engineering
option refinement was undertaken independently of the South Rail DBC. This process was initiated
after the Government’s announcement of funding for the delivery of the South Rail Station Projects
through the NZ Upgrade Programme.
Key considerations of the value engineering option refinement included:
 Refinements of the station functional requirements to respond to differences in assumed staging
and sequencing of the stations resulting from the Government’s decision to allocate funding to the
projects, and identify a delivery date of 2024-25 for the first stage;
 Further consideration of the construction methodology, approach to stormwater design, and
consequent re-testing of the proposed footprints; and
 Refinements to reduce overall project costs to ensure that each station could be delivered within
the budget allocated.
The value engineering option refinement process identified potential refinements to the proposed
station designs. These refinements were tested against the broader transport outcomes identified in
the South Rail DBC, and their relative performance against earlier options was assessed. As a result,
some of the changes identified in the value engineering option refinement process have been adopted
as part of the preferred option assessed in this AEE. This is documented where relevant in this report.

3.2

Methods for identifying options

3.2.1

Gap Analysis

The identification of options at each phase of the business case process (see section 3.1) was guided
in the first instance by a gap analysis process. The purpose of this process is to capture changes in
the strategic context between stages of optioneering, and in doing so test the validity of previous
assessment in the context of new/updated contextual information. This process directly informs the
scope of options to be developed and assessed in the next stage of analysis by determining whether:
 New options beyond the scope of previously assessed options would need to be developed; or
 Previously preferred or discarded options would need to be reconsidered in light of new
information.
Gap analysis was undertaken to document the contextual changes between each business case
stage, particularly between the IBC and DBC (mid-2019), and post-DBC (2020-21). The key matters
identified during each of these periods to inform/confirm the appropriate scope of optioneering are
summarised in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1 – Summary of key matters identified in gap analysis
Type of new
contextual
information
Land use /
development
context

Environmental /
regulatory context

Transport policy
context

Post-IBC / pre-DBC matters (2019)


Structure Planning for Drury-Opāheke
and Pukekohe-Paerata completed by
Auckland Council.



Ongoing pre-application discussions
regarding several Private Plan
Changes in Drury.



Minor changes in forecasted /
modelled growth in the Southern
growth area.



Several National Policy Statements
(NPS) known to be under
development – Freshwater
Management (NPS-FW), Indigenous
Biodiversity (NPS-IB), Urban
Development (NPS-UD), and Highly
Productive Land (NPS-HPL).



Updated Auckland Council technical
information – e.g. flood modelling.



IBC policy settings largely unchanged
– e.g. Government Policy Statement
(GPS) on Land Transport, Auckland
Plan, Auckland Transport Alignment
Project (ATAP), Regional Land
Transport Plan (RLTP), and the Future
Urban Land Supply Strategy (FULSS).

Post-DBC matters (2020-21)


Several Private Plan Changes1 have
been lodged in the Southern Growth
Area, including three in Drury East
(near Drury Central Station).



The NPS-FW and NPS-UD both took
effect in mid-2020.



The NPS-IB and NPS-HPL remain in
development and are expected to take
effect later in 2021 or in 2022.
COVID-19 Act passed in 2020 to
enable fast-track consenting for listed
and referred projects.





NZUP announced early 2020 (during
the DBC), including funding for South
Rail Stations, and Papakura-toPukekohe (P2P) rail electrification.



Update of documents in early 2021 –
e.g. GPS Land Transport, ATAP,
RLTP.
New Zealand Rail Plan drafted in 2019
(during the DBC), and finalised in April
2020.



Related transport
projects









P2P rail electrification DBC was
substantially complete (subsequently
has had consents approved and
enabling works commenced).
SH1 Papakura-to-Bombay (P2B) was
entered into route
protection/consenting phase in 2019.
SH22 Drury-to-Paerata (Safe Roads)
was on hold pending potential
rescoping to allow for urbanisation.
Developers to continue delivery of key
commitments – e.g. Auranga road
network.



Rail Network Investment Programme
setting out investment to deliver the
New Zealand Rail Plan (2021).



P2P rail electrification funded as part
of NZUP, listed as a COVID-19 Act
project for consenting.



SH1 Papakura-to-Drury South (P2DS)
portion of the P2B project funded as
part of NZUP, listed as a COVID-19
Act project for consenting.
Hamilton-to-Auckland passenger rail
service (Te Huia) operation
commenced April 2021.





Drury Arterials Network lodged by AT
and Waka Kotahi (February 2021) and
notified (May 2021).

1 Relevantly – Plan Changes 48 (Drury Centre), 49 (Drury East), 50 (Waihoehoe), 51 (Drury 2), and 61 (Waipupuke).
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Type of new
contextual
information

Post-IBC / pre-DBC matters (2019)


Post-DBC matters (2020-21)

Hamilton-to-Auckland passenger rail
Single Stage Business Case (SSBC)
completed, trial funding secured.

The implications of the gap analysis findings for the South Rail Station Projects’ option development
are documented where relevant in Parts D and E of this report.

3.2.2

Form and Function process

As noted above in section 3.1 above and shown in Figure 3-1, the alternative assessment for each of
the three proposed stations has been undertaken in three separate groupings – station platforms,
station interchange facilities, and station accessways. The alternative assessment undertaken for
each of these groupings is that options assessed are generally functionally equivalent – i.e. the aim
was to determine the optimal location for each station component, and not to differentiate between
varied forms and levels of functionality.
This section describes the process that determined the assumed form and function of each station
component. It is noted that the Corridor Form and Function (CFAF) tool developed by Te Tupu
Ngātahi was only used for the station accessways, given that the tool is only applicable for
determining the form and function of road corridors rather than railway stations. Accordingly, bespoke
approaches were developed for determining the form and function of the other station components.
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The specific options developed for each station using the form and function inputs described below
are discussed in detail in Parts D and E of this report.

Figure 3-2 – Summary of key inputs to Form and Function of Interchange Facilities

Station Platforms
Each option for station platforms was informed by the following form and function considerations:
 Platform length – informed by the desire to accommodate 9-car electric trains (225m) as a futureproofing measure, whilst allowing for 6-car electric trains (150m) to operate in the short-to-medium
term (lengths specified in the AT Transport Design Manual (TDM));
 Platform width – informed by AT TDM guidance on central island (>9.6m) and side (>4.5m)
platform width requirements;
 Platform layout – informed by the desire to readily future-proof for a four-platform layout to serve
a four-track rail corridor (as recommended in the IBC and DBC), whilst allowing for twoplatform/two-track operation in the short-to-medium term;
 Platform access points – informed by AT TDM guidance on the location of access points for
optimising passenger circulation and fire safety, resulting in an assumption of allowing for two
access points for 225m platforms.
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Station Interchange Facilities
Each option for station interchange facilities was premised on aggregating all interchange facilities
(i.e. park-and-ride, pick-up and drop-off, bicycle parking, bus interchange facilities) within a single,
consolidated footprint. The high-level form and function of each option was then derived from the
following considerations, which in turn informed the general sizing of footprints for assessment (see
Figure 3-2):
 The access demand profile for the station in question, having regard to:
 modelled demand for access to the station by mode over time;
 relevant strategies and policies pertaining to station outcomes (which in particular deal with the
strategic merit of park-and-ride facilities);
 other modal networks (e.g. the planned bus network);
 the land use catchment to be served by the station; and The relevant design standards
(predominantly AT’s TDM) which translate the access demand profile into a physical footprint
(see Figure 3-3 for a generic example).

Figure 3-3 – Generic platform and interchange footprint sizing example

Station Accessways
As noted above, the Corridor Form and Function (CFAF) Assessment tool developed by Te Tupu
Ngātahi was used to define the form and function of each of the accessway corridors necessary to
access the stations. The CFAF assessment process is used to determine the applicable modular
cross-section for planned road corridors, having regard to planned surrounding land use, modelled
vehicular traffic flows, and the relative level of strategic importance and priority ascribed to bus, active
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modes, and freight. The process is also used to determine intersection forms having regard to the
same considerations.
In the case of station accessways, the applicable generic cross-section deemed suitable for station
access was generally a 24m road with two traffic lanes, with separated footpath and cycle facilities on
both sides.

3.3

Methods for assessing options

3.3.1

MCA process

The assessment methodology included the use of an MCA Framework. The MCA utilised in the DBC
alternative assessment for the Rail Station Projects required all options to be scored by relevant
subject matter experts against the DBC transport outcomes, and a set of MCA assessment criteria.
The assessment criteria, process, and inputs are summarised below.

MCA Assessment Criteria and Scoring Scale
The assessment criteria used in the MCA Framework is summarised in Table 3-2, and includes
scored and unscored criteria. The transport outcomes criterion, and criterion 4c (station functionality
and engineering) are bespoke to the Rail Stations Projects, while the remaining criteria are applied to
all Te Tupu Ngātahi assessments. These additional bespoke measures enabled the station platform
options to be scored on criteria which reflect the key attributes of rail stations differentiating them from
other transport infrastructure. The MCA Framework also contains non-scored criteria, and has
provision for opportunity assessment to be incorporated where merited.
Table 3-3 shows the eleven-point scoring scale used by subject matter experts to score options
against the MCA assessment criteria.

Wellbeing

Table 3-2 – MCA Framework

MCA
topic

No.

Criteria

DBC Transport Outcome – To
support growth and a more
sustainable, quality urban form in
Drury and Paerata, by enabling
access to the rail network

Measure

 Proximity to compatible local land use to enable appropriate
access to station.
 Suitability of option for accessibility by all modes of
transport.
 Reliance on provision of new infrastructure.

Heritage

Cultural

 Flexibility of site/form of site to provide resilience as to
future transport provision.
Heritage
1a
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 sites and places of European cultural heritage value

1b

Mana
Whenua

Extent of effects on sites and places of cultural heritage value to
Manawhenua (including Sites and Places of Significance to
Mana Whenua Schedule, Auckland Unitary Plan)

Land use
futures

To what extent will the option impact on the future development
of land (within the envelope, adjacent to it and impacted by it –
i.e. consider all 3 scales), in relation to:
 Integration with the future land use scenario (including any
Structure Plans or Plan Changes)
 Size and shape of potential development parcels to enable
appropriate building typologies

2a

 Ability to consolidate residual land
 Access that does not prevent neighbouring development

Socio – economic impacts

Social

Urban design

To what extent does the option support a quality urban
environment (both current and future planned state)?
Particularly relating to:
 Context and planned place making considerations
 An inviting, pleasant and high amenity public realm

2b

 Open space integration
 Active interface between public and private realm
 Scale of long-term impact on the amenity and character of
the surrounding environment
2c

Land
requirement

Scale of public / private land (m2 / number of properties / special
status of impacted property) required to deliver the option.

Social
cohesion

Impact on, use, connectivity / accessibility for and to the existing
urban areas including use and access to:
 Employment
 Other communities or within the same community
 Shops / services / other community and cultural facilities /
‘attractors’

2d

 Severance of the existing community (including consented).
 Scale of effect on existing community facilities community
and open space
 Public access to the coast, rivers and lakes
Human
Health and
Wellbeing
2e

Will the option potentially affect any sensitive land uses nearby
or consented (adjacent residential, childcare centres, hospitals,
rest homes, marae and schools), particularly relating to:
 Air Quality
 Contaminated land
 Noise and vibration
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Landscape /
visual

Natural Environment

Environment

3a

The extent of effects on:
 The natural landscape and features such as streams,
coastal edges, natural vegetation and underlying
topography – acknowledging planned changes to area in
light of urban land use / zoning
 Natural character and outstanding natural
features/landscapes including geological features (mapped
and protected features)

Stormwater
3b

Impact of operational stormwater (both quantity and quality) on
the receiving environment, including:
 Potential flooding effects of the option within the catchment
 Extent and consequences of likely mitigation measures

Ecology

Extent of effects on:
 Significant indigenous flora
 Significant habitats of indigenous fauna

3c

 Indigenous biodiversity
 Stream / waterway ecology
 Marine ecology

3d

4a

Natural
Hazards

Transport
system
integration

Extent of effect on adverse geology; steep slopes; seismic
impacts; other resilience risks (low level infrastructure near
coastlines, inundation areas).
Extent the option achieves the following:
 Connectivity / integration other transport modes (i.e. trains,
buses, walking and cycling networks)
 Wider transport system effects/benefits
 Improve accessibility

Transport

 Increase mode shift to public transport

4b

User safety

Extent of safety effects on all transport users, including:
 People in public transport
 people walking or cycling
 People in private vehicles

Economic

Extent to which platform options:

Construction impacts

4c

5a

Station
Functionality
/ Engineering
(applies to
platform
options only)

Construction
impacts on
utilities /
infrastructure

 Result in sufficient spacing between stations to ensure
reliable service journey times along the wider rail network
(ideally >2km).
 Enable compliance with existing KiwiRail/AT vertical and
horizontal geometry requirements.
Requirements for relocation / design of existing infrastructure,
including:
 Consideration of safety impacts
 Risk of continuity of service over construction
 Opportunities for integration with other bulk infrastructure
Construction impacts on people and businesses regarding:

5b

Construction
Disruption
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 Quality of life and amenity
 Economic impacts on businesses / community / town
centres
Cost and Construction Risk

Assessed cost for construction of options including:
 Complexity and risk in construction (including consideration
of constructability)
 Complexity in programme
6a

Construction
costs / risk /
value capture

 Ability for the long-term patronage demand to justify the
capital investment and long-term operations and
maintenance expenses
 Extent to which the option can utilise a value capture
mechanism to offset construction costs

Stakeholder
/ Project
Partner
feedback

Policy
Analysis

Non-Scored
Criteria

 Cost and complexity of safely undertaking works (including
works on contaminated land)

Indicative
costs

Manawhenu
a

For each option identifying scale / validity of objections;
identified preference/proposed changes to options etc.
Feedback provided by other key stakeholders, the community
and landowners
Options alignment with the strategic policy framework including
the AUP:OP, the Auckland Plan and the Drury-Ōpāheke
Structure Plan where it assisted in differentiating between
options
High level indication of costs (including construction and
property purchase) where it assisted in differentiating between
options.
Provide a qualitative assessment including:
 Identification / assessment of cultural issues (Customary
practice / Te Taiao (Air, Land, water, Taonga) / Maori
communities and wellbeing / Maori land) associated with an
option
 Options Assessment commentary including testing criterion
scoring for an option
 Other matters related to an option associated with the
Manawhenua position
 This commentary replaced the scored criterion (1b) above.
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Table 3-3 – MCA Criteria Scoring Scale
Effect criteria

Scoring

Very high adverse impact

-5

High adverse impact

-4

Moderate adverse impact

-3

Low adverse impact

-2

Very low adverse impact

-1

Neutral impact

0

Very low positive impact

1

Low positive impact

2

Moderate positive impact

3

High positive impact

4

Very high positive impact

5

Not applicable

Not scored
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Technical Inputs
Subject matter experts from the following technical disciplines were involved with undertaking the
MCA assessment of each option:
 Archaeology and Built Heritage;
 Planning;
 Urban Design;
 Social Impact;
 Landscape and Visual;
 Ecology;
 Stormwater / Flooding;
 Natural Hazards;
 Transport; and
 Engineering / Construction.
Prior to each workshop, experts were provided with a Briefing Pack, which contained the MCA
Framework and Guidelines, a description of each of the options, a link to the Te Tupu Ngātahi GIS
viewer, and an assessment template where they documented their approach and key assumptions
that informed their assessment. Further to the Briefing Pack, technical specialists were also briefed in
person or online.
Assessment of criteria (scoring and qualitative analysis) was completed by subject matter experts and
discussed at several MCA workshops. Specialists were allocated criteria relevant to their discipline
and asked to assess each option with those criteria in mind. During the workshop, the assessments
and recommendations were respectfully challenged in a group setting. Experts then considered the
issues raised and finalised their assessment and recommendations.
Any opportunities relating to improving an option or an alternative option were taken forward for
consideration in option refinement. Specialists were asked to indicate a preference between options in
terms of the level of potential effects on matters within their discipline areas if possible, and suggest
changes to an alignment or design if necessary, to reduce potential effects.

Project Team Workshops
Throughout the options assessment process, workshops were held to discuss findings and progress
decision making. Two key types of workshops were held, and in some cases merged into one
workshop. These were: (a) Options Assessment Findings Workshops, and (b) Project Team
Workshops.
Options Assessment Findings Workshops were held once technical specialists had individually
assessed each of the options. During these workshops the scores (where applicable) and/or findings
of each specialist was shared with the Project Team and discussed. Based on discussions in the
workshop, where appropriate, changes to scores or assessments were made prior to final
recommendations.
The purpose of the Project Team Workshops was to discuss and challenge results of specialist option
assessments and make recommendations for emerging preferred options. The discussion and
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challenge portion of the workshop followed a similar process to the Options Assessment Findings
Workshop.
The Project Team did not produce an aggregate score of each option. Preferred options were
reached through balanced consideration of all criteria, and feedback received during the engagement
process from project partners, stakeholders, and the public.

3.4

Consultation and Engagement

As part of the alternative assessment process, the project team has consulted and engaged with
project partners, stakeholders, and affected parties throughout the alternatives assessment process.
Table 3-4 summarises the nature of the consultation and engagement undertaken with each party
over the course of the alternatives assessment process. The project-specific feedback received from
the parties consulted and engaged is summarised where relevant in Parts D and E of this report.
Table 3-4 – Summary of Consultation and Engagement undertaken on South Rail Stations Projects
Parties

Consultation and Engagement Undertaken

Ngā Manawhenua



Full participation in non-scoring capacity at MCA workshops in September-toOctober 2019, and subsequent hui.



Regular and ongoing project updates at Te Tupu Ngātahi Southern
Manawhenua Forum for operational / kaitiaki-level matters. Attended most
regularly by Ngāti Tamaoho, Ngāti Te Ata Waiohua, Te Ākitai Waiohua, Ngaati
Whanaunga, and Ngai Tai Ki Tāmaki representatives.



Ongoing direct involvement with the project team as owner-participants in Te
Tupu Ngātahi, including DBC options assessment and subsequent feedback
workshops in late-2019;



Ongoing technical/strategic inputs to the form and function of options;



Participants in a series of five multi-agency workshops in mid-2020 after the
completion of the MCA (along with KiwiRail, Auckland Council, and Te Tupu
Ngātahi) convened to validate and challenge MCA outputs and confirm
platform locations.



Participants in briefing to central government agencies in mid-2020 on
platform locations.

KiwiRail Papakura-toPukekohe (P2P) Project



P2P project team involved as an internal partner with Te Tupu Ngātahi during
DBC option assessment, with a focus on rail technical matters (e.g.
operational spacing, track geometry), and integration with the P2P project.

Auckland Council
(Officers – Chief
Planning Office / Plans
and Places)



Regular and ongoing project updates in Te Tupu Ngātahi-Auckland Council
engagement forum set up to engage with Council at an officer level. Forum
was specifically updated on platform locations several times through mid-late
2019 and 2020.



Participants in a series of five multi-agency workshops in mid-2020 after
completion of the MCA (along with AT, Waka Kotahi, KiwiRail, and Te Tupu
Ngātahi). These workshops were convened to validate and challenge MCA
outputs and confirm preferred platform location.



Participants in briefing to central government agencies in mid-2020 on
platform locations.

AT and Waka Kotahi
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Parties

Consultation and Engagement Undertaken


Ongoing direct engagement with the Chief Planning Office / Plans and Places
team as project partners.



Development of Drury-Opāheke Structure Plan informed by the Integrated
Transport Assessment prepared by Te Tupu Ngātahi.

Auckland Council
(elected representatives)



Regular workshop and email updates have been presented to the Franklin,
Papakura, and Manurewa Local Boards and local Councillors on the Rail
Station Projects. Since the commencement of the South Rail DBC in mid2019, a total of twelve workshops have been held between the three Local
Boards.

Utility operators –
Watercare, First Gas



Watercare has been involved as a stakeholder for Drury Central Station in
particular. Key interest has been protecting and maintaining the accessibility of
its assets in the location, in particular the Waikato No. 1 Watermain Pipeline,
and the Drury Pump Station.

Central Government
Agencies



An online briefing was held in September 2020 between representatives of Te
Tupu Ngātahi, KiwiRail, AT, Auckland Council, Waka Kotahi, Ministry of
Housing and Urban Development, Ministry of Education, Kāinga Ora, and the
Ministry of Transport.

Developers



Multiple developers have been engaged through the IBC and DBC processes
regarding the stations given the adjacency of many proposed developments
and Plan Changes to the station sites. This engagement has taken place
primarily through meetings, and formal written feedback.



Key development parties engaged include:

Affected Landowners
and Wider Community





Kiwi Property, Oyster Capital, and Fulton Hogan at Drury Central; and



Grafton Downs and Paerata 5 at Paerata.

Since the IBC, two rounds of public engagement have been held on the South
Rail Stations Projects:
 In May 2020, written and online feedback was sought on the platform
locations, and on submitters’ preferred means of access to inform the
planned interchange facilities; and
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In February-March 2021, feedback was sought on the indicative footprint
extents of the South Rail Stations projects, in particular interchange
facilities and accessways. This engagement period included one-to-one
meetings with eleven directly affected landowners in the vicinity of stations,
as well as an open day at the Drury Hall, and two online meetings.
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PART C
Summary of High-Level Optioneering – Routes and Sites (PBC and IBC)

PART C: SUMMARY OF HIGH-LEVEL OPTIONEERING
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4

Key route and site decisions reached in the PBC
and IBC phases

Through the PBC and IBC optioneering phases, several high-level decisions were reached which set
the context for the more detailed assessment of station alternatives. These decisions included:
 The overall number of rail stations required between Papakura and Pukekohe, and the general
study areas for stations (PBC phase);
 The use of the existing NIMT railway line as the mass transit route for the Southern growth area
versus alternative routes (PBC and IBC phases); and
 The planned number of tracks along the NIMT (PBC and IBC phases).
Each of these decision points is documented in this section. The subsequent more detailed
assessment of alternatives pertaining to the station platforms, interchange facilities, and accessways
are documented in Parts D and E of this report.

4.1

High-level PBC decisions

As noted in section 3.1.1 above, the PBC sought to establish an overall programme of transport
network interventions required to support urbanisation of the planned FUZ areas across the region.
The options assessed in the PBC comprised various programme scenarios (i.e. combinations of
projects), which in turn assumed different levels of transport investment. The PBC alternative
assessment process is shown in Figure 4-1, and may be summarised briefly as follows:
 Longlisting individual projects, and testing the strategic merits of each; and
 Combining the various individual projects into a shortlist of programmes, which were subsequently
assessed using a MCA.
The below subsections document how this methodology was followed to inform programme decisions
regarding the numbers of and general study areas for rail stations between Papakura and Pukekohe,
the use of the existing NIMT railway line, and the planned number of tracks along the NIMT.
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Figure 4-1 – PBC alternative assessment process

4.1.1

Number of and general study areas for stations

PBC Option Development and Assessment (longlist)
The longlisting process identified eight possible combinations of stations to service the Southern
growth area as possible inputs to the programme shortlist. These options were as follows (note
descriptors used in PBC are slightly different to current terminology – e.g. ‘Drury East’ is now referred
to as Drury Central):
 Status Quo – no new stations;
 One station – Drury East only;
 One station – Opāheke only.
 One station – Drury West only;
 Two new stations – Drury East and Drury West;
 Two new stations – Drury East and Paerata;
 Two stations – Drury West and Paerata; and
 Three new stations – Drury East, Drury West, and Paerata;
Each of these options was subject to a strategic merits test based on the qualitative judgment of
technical specialists. Of the eight longlisted combinations, three were taken forward for inclusion in
the shortlisted programme scenarios:
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 Status Quo – no new stations;
 Two new stations – Drury (East or West) and Paerata; and
 Three new stations – Drury East, Drury West, and Paerata.

PBC Programme Development and Assessment (shortlist)
A shortlist of four programmes was developed based on the three shortlisted projects identified and
through the above option development stage:
 Do minimum – reflecting the then-committed transport investment and the bare minimum linkages
required to connect future urban areas to the existing transport network;
 Reference Case – preliminary network based on early investigations for the Auckland Transport
Alignment Project (ATAP), used to compare other proposed investment programmes against;
 Balanced Response – incorporates a range of demand, productivity, and supply (i.e. transport
infrastructure projects) interventions to address growth;
 Balanced Response + Rapid Transit Network (RTN) – as per the above, with a higher emphasis
on public transport investment, and in particularly the RTN.
Table 4-1 shows the differences between the four programmes as they relate to the three shortlisted
programme scenarios.
Table 4-1 – Rail Station inclusions in PBC shortlist programmes
Station Combination Options

Programmes
Do
minimum

Do minimum – no new stations

Two new stations – Drury (East or
West) and Paerata
Three new stations – Drury
Central, Drury West, and Paerata

Reference
Case

Balanced
Response

Balanced
Response +
RTN







The four programmes were assessed in an MCA process. This MCA identified the Balanced
Response + RTN programme as the preferred programme, and was deemed to best meet the
programme objectives and key performance indicators.
Given that all three stations formed part of the preferred Balanced Response + RTN scenario, all
three stations were taken forward to the IBC phase as part of the recommended programme. On this
basis, the PBC established that there would be three railway stations, and defined their locations at a
high level. While each subsequent business case and alternatives assessment has sought to refine
the location and form of stations within these general study areas, the fundamental position of three
new stations has remained.
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4.1.2

Planned number of tracks along the NIMT

The PBC identified increased capacity on the NIMT railway, including a possible third and fourth track,
as a longlist option on the basis that the existing capacity would not be sufficient to meet projected
demand for passenger and freight rail services. The option passed the strategic merit test and was
therefore taken forward to the programme development shortlisting process. Of the four programmes
developed, the additional rail capacity option was only included in the ‘Balanced Response + RTN
option’ (see Table 4-2).
Table 4-2 – Increased rail capacity option in PBC shortlist programmes
Do
minimum

Reference
Case

Balanced
Response

Balanced
Response +
RTN


Increased rail line capacity
(including possible third and fourth
track)

As noted above in section 4.1.1, the Balanced Response + RTN scenario was identified as the
preferred option in the PBC. On this basis, the increased rail capacity option was taken forward to the
IBC. More detailed assessment of options for increasing rail network capacity was undertaken in the
IBC stage, and is documented in section 4.2 below.

4.1.3

Use of the existing NIMT

The stations options developed in the PBC were premised on utilising the existing NIMT railway line
to serve the planned Southern growth area. While various bus RTN and FTN options were assessed
through the PBC process, all were developed as potential complements to rather than substitutes for
heavy rail services on the NIMT. The replacement of the NIMT railway was not an option developed
or assessed in the PBC.
An alternative heavy rail alignment was not considered for the following reasons:
 The location and extent of the FUZ and RUB which defined the Southern growth area in the
AUP:OP was specifically chosen for its proximity to the existing NIMT alignment, and the potential
to integrate planned land use with stations along the rail line2;
 Time and cost efficiencies in better utilising rather than duplicating an existing infrastructure asset
– i.e. shorter construction timeframes, and reduced capital/operating costs;
 Reduced environmental effects and property impacts; and
 Maintaining the efficiency and capacity of the existing rail network by not introducing new branch
lines to the network.

2 Statement of Evidence of J.R. Arbury, October 2015.
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4.2

High-level IBC decisions

As noted in section 3.1.2 above, the PBC network as it pertained to the Southern growth area was
further developed through the IBC. The key output of the IBC was South Indicative Strategic
Transport Network.
The preferred options making up the networks were derived from an alternative assessment process
comprising MCA at both a longlist and shortlist stage (see Figure 4-2).
In the case of the South IBC, the initial IBC longlist comprised some 484 network and corridor options.
A screening process then reduced this to 151 options by removing options that were:
 Out of scope having regard to the identified project objectives;
 Already underway/committed;
 Duplicates of other options; or
 Infeasible due to significant physical constraints.
The reduced shortlist options were then divided into five categories – mass transit, strategic roads,
highway interchanges, east-west connections, and arterial roads – and assessed using an MCA. The
preferred options from each grouping in turn were included in the Indicative Strategic Transport
Network.
The below subsections document how this methodology was followed to inform IBC decisions (and in
doing so further develop PBC findings) regarding the use of the existing NIMT railway line, and the
planned number of tracks along the NIMT. The IBC assessment pertaining to the stations are
documented where relevant in Parts D, E, and F of this report.
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Figure 4-2 – IBC alternative assessment process

4.2.1

Planned number of tracks along the NIMT

IBC Option Development (longlist)
Building on the PBC’s identified need to increase rail capacity (see section 4.1.2 above), the mass
transit option grouping in the IBC longlist included seven options for infrastructural and operational
interventions to increase rail capacity by:
 MT9A – Upgrading the NIMT to three tracks from Wiri to Pukekohe;
 MT9B – Upgrading the NIMT to four tracks from Wiri to Pukekohe;
 MT9C – Upgrading the NIMT to six tracks to Pukekohe;
 MT9D – Operating nine-car trains;
 MT9E – Operating more frequent services (10-minute headways) from Pukekohe;
 MT9F – Operating more frequent services (5-minute headways) from Pukekohe; and
 MT9G – Introducing rail freight double-tracking.
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IBC Option Assessment (shortlist)
Of the above longlisted options, MT9A (three-tracking) and MT9B (four-tracking) were the two options
taken forward to the shortlist. The remaining options were filtered out on the basis that they were
operational interventions which would not be practical without infrastructural investment (options
MT9D, MT9E, and MT9F), duplications of other options (MT9G), or surplus to forecasted
requirements (MT9C).
Option MT9B (four-tracking) was identified as the preferred option on the basis that it was assessed
as providing:
 Increased opportunity for modeshift to public transport, in particular through the ability to provide
passenger express services in addition to all-stops services. Benefits include an increase in seated
capacity, and faster/more direct access to major destinations; and
 A comparable level of manageable environmental effects relative to option MT9A (three-tracking),
many of which can be contained within the existing KiwiRail designation.
Conversely, option MT9A (three-tracking) was also assessed as providing for an increased mode-shift
to public transport, but with relatively less capacity and resilience to accommodate freight and express
passenger services.
On the basis of the above assessment, the aspiration of upgrading the NIMT rail corridor to four
tracks has been adopted as an assumption for the development and assessment of station options
documented in Parts D, E, and F of this report.

4.2.2

Use of the existing NIMT

For the same reasons as outlined in section 4.1.3 above, the replacement of the NIMT railway was
not an option developed or assessed in the PBC. However, the IBC did consider a range of new mass
transit options both to the west and east of the Southern growth area, all developed as potential
complements to rather than substitutes for heavy rail services on the NIMT. The key conclusions of
the relevant assessments were as follows:
 Western mass transit corridor options relying on an additional crossing of the Manukau Harbour
were not preferred on the basis that they had significant environmental effects, and were not
integrated with the Southern growth area identified by the Council; and
 Eastern mass transit options were divided into rapid transit network (RTN) and frequent transit
network (FTN) options. Some of the FTN options were adopted as part of the Indicative Strategic
Transport Network as they serve a distinct functional need, and have been progressed through
other Te Tupu Ngātahi DBCs. The eastern RTN options were not preferred on the basis that they
had significant environmental effects, and would result in functional duplication of the NIMT railway
and/or planned FTN routes.
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Assessment of Alternatives for Drury Central Station

PART D: DETAILED ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES FOR
DRURY CENTRAL STATION SITES (DBC PHASE)
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5

Drury Central Station Alternatives Assessment –
Introduction

5.1

Structure of Part D

Part D of this report documents the alternatives assessment undertaken for Drury Central Station, and
covers analysis undertaken at both the IBC and DBC stages. Part D comprises sections 5-8 of this
report. The contents of each section are summarised in Table 5-1 below.
Table 5-1 – Structure of Part D
Section

Title

Content

5

Drury Central Station Alternatives
Assessment – Introduction



Structure of Part D.



Summary of contextual elements pertaining to all
option groupings for Drury Central Station:

6

Drury Central Station – Platforms
Alternatives Assessment



Station Form and Function Considerations;



Site-specific opportunities and constraints.



Summary of IBC optioneering process for platforms;



DBC optioneering process for platforms, including:


Option development (shortlisting);



Option assessment, engagement, and identification
of preferred option; and
Preferred option refinement.


7

8

Drury Central Station – Interchange
Facilities Alternatives Assessment

Drury Central Station – Summary





DBC optioneering process for interchange facilities,
including:


Option development (shortlisting);



Option assessment, engagement, and identification
of preferred option; and



Preferred option refinement.

Summary of the preferred options for Drury Central
Station.

As noted in section 3.1.3, each station was split into three option groupings for the purposes of option
development and assessment – station platforms, station interchange facilities, and station
accessways. Each grouping is documented in a separate section, while the elements informing all
option groupings are covered in this section. This alternative assessment structure is summarised in
Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 – Drury Central Station – DBC alternative assessment structure (note accessway option
grouping not relevant to Drury Central)

It is noted that there was no accessway option grouping for Drury Central on the basis that all options
for interchange facilities could be accessed from existing roads and did not require a new accessway
to be developed.

5.2

Station Form and Function

The project team has considered several inputs in determining the form and function of Drury Central
Station. This in turn has informed the alternative assessment for both the station platform and station
interchange facilities option groupings, documented in sections 6 and 7 of this report respectively. In
short, the form and function process for Drury Central Station comprised:
 Consideration of the overarching station strategy (see Table 5-2), including:
 Land use/catchment to be served;
 Modelled usage of the station including demand for access to the station by mode;
 Complementary modal networks – e.g. the planned bus and active mode networks; and
 Desired outcomes articulated in key strategies and policies.
 Development of detailed station functional requirements, which sought to translate the above
strategic considerations into spatial footprints to inform option development for the station
platforms and interchange facilities.
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Table 5-2 – Drury Central Station Strategy
Factor

Strategic Response

Temporal elements –
sequencing / need



The Drury Central Station is an early (first decade) requirement – it responds
to live-zoned land under development to the west (Auranga), the existing
Drury Village, and there is a strategic drive to provide stations as lead
infrastructure to service further development in the immediately surrounding
area – in particular the three Drury East Plan Changes (Plan Changes 48,
49, and 50) being advanced by Kiwi Property, Fulton Hogan, and Oyster
Capital.



To provide a two-platform/two-track station initially, to be expanded to a fourplatform/four-track station ultimately.



The Structure Plan shows a large town centre, terrace housing/apartment
buildings and mixed housing zones within a walkable distance to the east
and north to be development-ready in the 2028-2032 period.
The three proposed Plan Changes are broadly consistent with the Structure
Plan from a land use perspective (albeit proposing higher intensity
metropolitan centre zoning for the proposed centre and areas of mixed use).
Developers are seeking rezoning immediately through Plan Changes,
several years ahead of the sequencing signalled by Council in the Future
Urban Land Supply Strategy (FULSS).

Land Use
served by
station

Immediate
catchment





The existing Drury Village comprises commercial and light industrial uses to
the immediate north-west of the station study area. Further to the west, the
live-zoned portion of the Auranga development comprises mixed housing
zones.



Wider Drury East/Ōpāheke area – predominantly shown as medium density
residential in the Structure Plan



North Waikato hinterland – there is an opportunity for Drury Central to serve
this hinterland with park and ride until regional rail serves this demand (or
town centre builds out).

Access by
car (park
and ride,
kiss-andride)



Strategic guidance and demand modelling suggest that park-and-ride will be
required to catalyse patronage at the station in lieu of denser adjacent
development. It also suggests that park-and-ride in this location may play a
role in intercepting northbound car trips from the North Waikato Hinterland.



The relative importance of park-and-ride as a means of access to the station
may diminish compared with other modes when the surrounding area is
developed and/or high-quality inter-regional rail is implemented. Accordingly,
there may be long-term opportunities to phase out significant surface parkand-ride by either removal, relocation, or reconfiguration.

Access by
public
transport
(bus)



Drury Central will serve a significant bus interchange function throughout its
life – frequent services utilising Bremner / Waihoehoe and Great South Road
corridors are planned to interchange with rail at Drury Central, with few
terminating services

Wider
catchment

Station
access
demands
by mode
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Factor

Strategic Response
Access by
active
modes,
micromobility



All stations to provide for high-quality pedestrian, cycling and micro-mobility
access at all stages of development. Demand will increase as the
surrounding area urbanises over time

Table 5-3 summarises the functional requirements developed for Drury Central Station after
developing the above station strategy. These functional requirements were used to develop the
options for both station platforms and interchange facilities.
It should be noted that the lower bound and upper bound scenarios included in the table below reflect
potential staging of the station. The lower bound scenario reflects what is likely to be built as a first
stage, while the upper bound scenario reflects the maximum planned extent of build-out.
Table 5-3 – Drury Central Station Functional Requirements
Option
Grouping

Spatial
Attribute

Lower Bound
(minimum
extent)

Upper Bound
(maximum
extent)

Derivation

Platforms

Platform length

150m

225m

150m provides for the length of a 6-car
electric train; while 225m provides for the
length of a 9-car electric train likely to be
operated in future as demand increases
(lengths specified in the AT TDM).

Platform layout

Two platforms

Four platforms

A two-platform layout will serve the
existing two track NIMT railway for the
short-to-medium term, while a fourplatform layout will serve a four-track
NIMT in the long term (noting the
recommendation to add a third and
fourth track to the NIMT in future – see
section 4).

Platform width

4.5m side
platforms

4.5m side
platforms +
10m island
platform

Platform width informed by AT TDM
dimensions.

Platform bridge
accesses

One

Two

Number of platform bridge accesses
informed by AT TDM guidance on
optimising passenger circulation and fire
safety by platform length.

Bus
Interchange

One doublebus stop

Nine bus stops

Functional requirement derived from
operational needs of future planned bus

Interchange
Facilities
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Option
Grouping

Spatial
Attribute

Lower Bound
(minimum
extent)

Upper Bound
(maximum
extent)

Derivation

networks developed by AT. Sizing
derived from AT TDM.
Park-and-Ride

Up to 500 spaces.

Park-and-ride allowance of up to 500
spaces derived from modelled auto
access demand, a range of station
sequencing scenarios, and consideration
of desired land use outcomes.
Sequencing of park-and-ride to be
confirmed, noting potential to reduce
provision in the long term identified in
Table 5-2.
Sizing derived from AT TDM.

Bicycle
Storage

5.3

200 spaces

500 spaces

Functional requirement derived from
modelled demand for access by active
modes over time. Sizing derived from AT
TDM.

Site-specific opportunities and constraints

In guiding the option development and assessment process for Drury Central Station, the following
site-specific opportunities and constraints in the study area were identified by the project team (see
Table 5-4 and Figure 5-2 below).
Table 5-4 – Site-specific opportunities and constraints – Drury Central Station
Theme

Discussion

Environmental / Cultural
Features and Values



The Hingaia Stream and Hingaia Stream Tributary both traverse the station
study area under and parallel to the NIMT railway (which crosses each via a
bridge and a culvert respectively). The streams hold ecological value and
cultural value to Manawhenua.



Much of the study area falls within floodplain/flood-prone areas associated
with the above stream system.




Recorded archaeological site – Drury rail yards (R12/742).
Historic pā site to the south-east of the station study area identified by
Manawhenua.



Opportunities to integrate development with the station:

Land Use Planning /
Development Potential
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The Drury-Opāheke Structure Plan shows a large town centre, terrace
housing/apartment buildings and mixed housing zones generally to the
east of the study area to be development-ready by 2028-2032.
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Theme

Infrastructure Constraints

Discussion



The existing Drury Village comprises commercial and light industrial uses
to the immediate north-east of the station study area. Further to the west,
the live-zoned portion of the Auranga development comprises mixed
housing zones.

The 1200mm Waikato No. 1 Watermain pipeline runs both parallel and
perpendicular to the NIMT railway through the study area.



An existing designated Watercare pump station adjacent to the east of the
rail corridor.



The existing Waihoehoe Road overbridge crosses the rail corridor at the
northern end of the study area and requires widening and lengthening in the
long-term to allow for the upgrade of Waihoehoe Road and four-tracking of
the NIMT railway.



The rail corridor/study area passes under the SH1 Drury Interchange to the
south which is to be upgraded as part of the P2DS project, limiting the extent
of track realignment that can occur.
Existing roads to the west (Great South Road) and east (Flanagan Road) of
the rail corridor.



Transpower transmission lines traverse the rail corridor to the south of the
study area.



Not all sections of the existing NIMT railway are appropriate for a station –
track curvature (horizontal alignment), vertical alignment, and distance to
other stations all need to be considered.
Operationally, a separation of approximately 2km between Drury Central
and a neighbouring station at Drury West is desirable to ensure adequate
distance for trains to accelerate/brake to/from line speed either side of a
planned additional traction power feed and associated neutral section
planned as part of the P2P project.
The P2P project (i.e. rail electrification between Papakura and Pukekohe
and associated infrastructure) is expected to be completed by 2024.
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Three proposed Drury East Plan Changes (Plan Changes 48, 49, and
50) being advanced by Kiwi Property, Fulton Hogan, and Oyster Capital
are broadly consistent with the Structure Plan (albeit proposing higher
intensity for proposed centre), but seek rezoning immediately – i.e.
several years prior to the timing envisaged in the Structure Plan.





Rail Corridor Constraints
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Figure 5-2 – Site-specific opportunities and constraints in the Drury Central Station study area
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6

Drury Central Station – Platform Location
Alternatives Assessment

6.1

Summary of IBC optioneering process

Following the identification of general station areas in the PBC (discussed in section 4.1.1) and a gap
analysis process3, the IBC assessed a short-list of platform location options for Drury Central Station.
These options were derived from numerous studies and reports, including technical reports
commissioned for the PBC, various historical rail technical reports, and developer-led land use
concepts4.
The resultant four platform location options were referred to in the IBC from south-to-north as options
DC1, DC2, DC3, and DC4 respectively, and fell within an 800m segment of the rail corridor stretching
from the Hingaia Stream in the south to the Drury Domain in the north (see Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1 – IBC options for Drury Central Station Platforms

3 Key contextual changes between the PBC and IBC included revised growth/yield forecasts for the Southern growth area, and changes to land

use and transport policy documents – e.g. the Government Policy Statement on Land Transport, the Auckland Plan, the Future Urban Land
Supply Strategy, and the Auckland Transport Alignment Project.
4 Including: Takanini / Opāheke / Drury / Karaka Integrated Transport and Land Use Strategy (2014), TFUG Southern Area Options Workshop

Summary Report (2016), Wesley New Town Concept Plan Development (2017), Drury West Structure Plan (2017), Pukekohe Electrification Rail
Systems Feasibility Design (2017), Drury Rail Study Rail Station Site Assessment (2017), Drury and Drury West Future Station Location Review
(2017).
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The key conclusions drawn from the IBC option assessment were as follows:
 Option DC2 was the preferred option because of its proximity to the proposed town centre and
local access points, and its separation distance from options under consideration at Drury West;
 Option DC1 was not preferred because of its distance from local access points, its relative
proximity to options under consideration at Drury West, and its proximity to constraints including
the Hingaia Stream, Waikato No. 1 Watermain, the Watercare Pump Station, and a listed
archaeological site (Drury Rail Yards – R12/742);
 Option DC3 was not preferred due to its impacts on the Waihoehoe Road bridge and proximity to a
listed archaeological site (Drury Railway Station – R12/1139) ; and
 Option DC4 was not preferred due to its distance from the proposed town centre location and
proximity to listed archaeological sites (Drury Railway Station – R12/1139).
The results of the IBC formed the starting point for the DBC alternative assessment documented in
the following subsections. As noted below, the DBC revisited a number of the IBC platform location
options.

6.2

Optioneering Scope Confirmation

Gap Analysis
Following the methodology set out in section 3.2 of this report, a gap analysis was conducted after the
IBC and before the DBC to determine the necessary scope of platform location options to be
assessed in the DBC, having regard to the implications of new information not known at the IBC
stage.
The gap analysis identified three key matters considered material in the context of optioneering for
Drury Central Station platform locations. These were:
 Ongoing work by KiwiRail on the P2P project, including identification of potential refined platform
location options based on the IBC options (referred to as KR-A, KR-B, and KR-C). These platform
option refinements were progressed through the P2P project on the basis that the platform
locations were linked to the electrification infrastructure being planned and delivered as a part of
that project;
 The emergence of Auckland Council’s Drury-Opāheke Structure Plan, which was finalised and
adopted in August 2019; and
 The emergence of developer masterplans for the areas around the proposed station, including by
Kiwi Property which identified a station location preference broadly consistent with IBC option
DC1. These ultimately evolved into the proposals now lodged as Plan Changes 48, 49, and 50.

DBC Longlist
Following on from the gap analysis, the IBC and KiwiRail P2P options for platform locations were
consolidated into a single list. This process revealed that two of the three KiwiRail refinements were
near identical to earlier IBC options – KR-A and KR-B were analogous to DC2 and DC4, while KR-C
is located between DC1 and DC2.
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Given the level of similarity between the IBC and KiwiRail options, the DBC longlist comprised five
platform locations within the same 800m of track evaluated in the IBC (see Figure 6-2). Review of the
Council’s Drury-Opāheke Structure Plan land use scenario and developer proposals provided no
compelling reason to further broaden the study area, given that the proposed town centre location
was generally as signalled during the IBC and remained aligned with the 800m study area.

Figure 6-2 – DBC longlist of Drury Central Station platform location options

Before entering into the DBC MCA process, the project team undertook a challenge process to
determine whether the five options in the longlist could be further rationalised. This process tested
whether the IBC reasoning was sufficient to discard an option, or whether new information identified in
the gap analysis would merit retaining the option for assessment in the DBC MCA process. The
results of this assessment are summarised in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1 – Assessment of factors determining Drury Central shortlist
Longlist Option
(south-to-north)

IBC
Position

Reasons to retain or discard

DC1

Not
preferred





Resolution

This option was not favoured due to poorer accessibility,
and localised constraints such as the Watercare
watermain, Pump Station, and Hingaia Stream; and
relative proximity to options under consideration at Drury
West.
The Kiwi Property masterplan identified potential solutions
to above issues, and accordingly the option merited
reconsideration.

Carry forward
to shortlist

KR-C

N/A –
new
option



This is a new option that overlaps DC1 and DC2/KR-B
(see text on page 40 and Figure 7-2). Given it had not
been formally assessed, the option merited consideration
as it provides a middle-ground option.

Carry forward
to shortlist

DC2 / KR-B

Preferred



This was the preferred option in the IBC due to greater
land use integration, accessibility and distance from the
neighbouring Drury West catchment relative to other
options. These reasons all remain valid in the context of
new information, and so the option should be carried
forward.

Carry forward
to shortlist

DC3

Not
preferred



This option was not preferred in the IBC due to the likely
impacts on the Waihoehoe Road bridge. High level
engineering analysis has confirmed the validity of this
conclusion, specifically:

Discard






DC4 / KR-A

Not
preferred
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The option would require lengthening of the
Waihoehoe Road bridge to fit a station.
The resultant bridge would be steep with limited
visibility and a high crest given the need to both
accommodate vertical clearances for rail while meeting
Great South Road at-grade.
The option would also not comply with KiwiRail
horizontal geometry requirements.



High level engineering analysis shows that the site is on a
curved section of track with a >1% gradient, meaning it is
geometrically unsuitable for a station, and would not
comply with KiwiRail requirements.



This option had relatively limited access to existing roads,
limiting its functionality as an interchange. This reasoning
remained valid in the context of new information.



This option was assessed as being the least well
integrated with the proposed centre location in the IBC,
and this remained the case with the new Structure Plan
and developer information.

Discard
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6.3

Option Development of the Shortlist

Following the above process, a shortlist of three options was carried forward for assessment through
the DBC MCA process. Each option meets the functional requirements for platforms noted in section
5.2.
A new naming convention was established when the shortlist was finalised. The shortlisted options
are henceforth referred to as follows (see Figure 6-3):
 DC1 (previously DC1 in the IBC) – the southernmost option, located adjacent to the Watercare
pump station at 103 Flanagan Road, between the Hingaia Stream rail bridge to the south, and the
Hingaia Stream tributary culvert to the north;
 DC2 (previously KR-C) – the middle option, located generally to the north of the Watercare pump
station at 103 Flanagan Road, and over the Hingaia Stream tributary culvert; and
 DC3 (previously DC2 in the IBC and KR-B) – the northernmost option, located between the
Hingaia Stream tributary culvert to the south and the Waihoehoe Road bridge to the north.

Figure 6-3 – DBC shortlisted options for Drury Central Station platform location

In rationalising the earlier DBC longlist down to a shortlist, the study area narrowed from an 800m
segment of track to a 520m segment of track, generally between the Hingaia Stream to the south and
Waihoehoe Road to the north. Options DC1 and DC2 are separated by approximately 180m, while
DC2 and DC3 are separated by approximately 120m.
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6.4

Option Assessment

6.4.1

Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA)

The assessment undertaken for the Drury Central Station platform location follows the MCA process
outlined in section 3.3.1. In short, the three shortlisted platform options were assessed against the
MCA Framework using an eleven-point scale (-5 to +5) by each relevant subject matter expert to
assist in identifying a preferred option.
As part of the process, some of the criteria in the MCA Framework (developed by Te Tupu Ngātahi to
be applicable to all projects in its programme) were ‘localised’ to include additional matters pertinent
to differentiating station platforms as a specific type of project. In particular:
 The relevant South Rail DBC transport outcome was included as a scored criterion;
 A new criterion on station functionality and engineering was added (criterion 4c) to the MCA
Framework, so that options were scored specifically against factors such as suitability of track
geometry and operational spacing; and
 The performance of options against Crime Prevention for Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles was added as a measure for criterion 4b (user safety).
Table 6-2 summarises the MCA scoring as provided by the relevant specialists. Table 6-3 provides
commentary on the key differentiators identified in the MCA scoring.
Table 6-2 – Summary of MCA scoring for Drury Central Station Platform options
MCA Criteria

Option
DC1

Option
DC2

Option
DC3

2

3

3

1a. Heritage

-2

-1

-1

2a. Land use futures / integration with planned land use

3

3

3

2b. Urban design

2

3

1

2c. Land requirement

-1

-1

-1

2d. Social cohesion

1

1

1

2e. Human Health and Wellbeing

0

0

0

3a. Landscape / visual

-2

0

0

3b. Stormwater

-3

-3

-2

3c. Ecology

-3

-2

0

3d. Natural Hazards

-2

-2

0

Access to the rail network
Transport
Outcome

Cultural

Social

Environment

To support growth, improve mode choice and a more
sustainable, quality urban form in Drury by enabling access
to the rail network
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Economic

4a. Transport system integration

2

3

4

4b. User Safety

3

3

3

4c. Station functionality / engineering

-1

1

-1

5a. Construction impacts on utilities / infrastructure

-3

-1

-2

5b. Construction Disruption

-2

-2

-2

6a. Construction costs / risk / value capture

-1

0

-2

Table 6-3 – Summary of key differentiators for Drury Central Station Platforms
Differentiating
Criteria

DC1

DC2

DC3

Transport
Outcome

DC1 scored lower than the
other options against the
transport outcome. Key
reasons:

DC2 scored equal-highest
against the transport
outcome. Key reasons:

DC3 scored equal-highest
against the transport
outcome. Key reasons:





Well integrated with
proposed town centre,
but most constrained by
SH1 severance and
relative distance from
eastern and northern
residential catchments.
Greater distance from
Waihoehoe Road,
meaning likely poorer
integration with proposed
bus FTN and
accessibility for parkand-ride.





Well integrated with
proposed town centre,
catchment less
constrained by SH1
severance than DC1
and relatively closer to
eastern and northern
residential catchments
than DC1.
Relatively closer to
Waihoehoe Road than
DC1, meaning
relatively better
integration with
proposed bus FTN and
accessibility for parkand-ride.





Least well integrated with
proposed town centre, but
catchment also least
constrained by SH1
severance and closest to
eastern and northern
residential catchments;
Closest to Waihoehoe
Road, most well integrated
with proposed bus FTN
and accessibility for parkand-ride.

Cultural
Heritage (1a)

DC1 was scored marginally
lower due to proximity to
Drury Railyards
archaeological site.

No known archaeological
or heritage features –
potential for subsurface
remains (although near to
Drury Rail Yards).

No known archaeological or
heritage features – potential
for subsurface remains.

Land use
criteria (2a)

All three options scored the
same under land use
futures, but there are
nuances in the scoring –
DC1 best integrates with
proposed developer town
centre, but has highest
degree of catchment overlap
to options being assessed at
Drury West, SH1 severance,
and least proximity to

All three options scored the
same under land use
futures, but there are
nuances in the scoring –
DC2 best balances
integration with proposed
developer town centre with
proximity to surrounding
residential catchments.

All three options scored the
same under land use futures,
but there are nuances in the
scoring – DC3 is closest to
surrounding residential
catchments but is least well
integrated with developer
town centre.
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Opportunity for some
connection to Drury West
development via the future

Best option for connectivity to
northern part of Auranga
development via the future
bus network. Limited interface
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Differentiating
Criteria

Natural
environment
criteria (3a /
3b / 3c / 3d)

Station
functionality /
engineering
(4c)

DC1

DC2

DC3

surrounding residential
catchments.

bus network, depending on
the location of the bus
interchange.

opportunity along the northern
boundary due to the
Waihoehoe bridge.

DC1 scored lowest against
criteria 3a, 3b and 3c due to
significant direct impact on
the Hingaia Stream – there
is a requirement to build
near the stream unless the
track slewed significantly
eastward over the Watercare
watermain and pump station
site. The site is also partly
within a floodplain.

DC2 was the middlescored option against
criteria 3a, 3b and 3c given
it does not directly impact
the Hingaia Stream but
does impact on the Hingaia
Stream tributary (currently
culverted) and associated
riparian vegetation. The
site is also partly within a
floodplain.

DC3 scored highest against
criteria 3a, 3b and 3c as it has
no direct impact on the
Hingaia Stream or the Hingaia
Stream tributary. The site is
partially within a floodplain,
but not to the same degree as
the other options.

DC1 joint-lowest on natural
hazards due to floodplain.

DC2 joint-lowest on natural
hazards due to floodplain.

DC1 scored equal-lowest on
criterion 4c despite
achieving horizontal and
vertical track geometric
requirements. Key reasons:

DC2 scored highest on
criterion 4c. Key reasons:





Construction
impacts on
utilities (5a /
6a)

Leaves shortest spacing
to options being
assessed for a station at
Drury West; and
Requirement to build in
Hingaia Stream riparian
area and over / adjacent
to Watercare pump
station, watermain.

DC1 scored lowest on
criterion 5a given its impact
on multiple Watercare
assets (existing and planned
pump stations and
Watercare watermain).
Impact on Watercare assets
increases if eastward track
slew factored in to avoid
Hingaia Stream impacts.
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Achieves adequate
spacing to options
being assessed for a
station at Drury West;



Achieves horizontal
and vertical track
geometric
requirements; and



Less impact on
Watercare assets and
Hingaia Stream.

DC2 scored highest on
criterion 5a given it avoids
significant impacts on
Watercare assets.
Enlarged Hingaia Stream
tributary culvert likely
required.

DC3 scored equal-lowest on
criterion 4c despite achieving
the longest spacing distances
to options being assessed for
a station at Drury West
because:


Does not achieve
horizontal and vertical
track geometric
requirements due to its
proximity to the
Waihoehoe Road bridge
(results in curved platform
ends); and



More impact on Watercare
watermain at northern
end.

DC3 was the middle-scored
option on criterion 5a given it
triggers the need for a wider
Waihoehoe Road bridge,
which in turn has
consequential impacts on the
Watercare watermain.
Lowest scored against
criterion 6a due to likely cost
and complexity of increased
cuts, bridging requirements,
and proximity to Waihoehoe
bridge.
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Differentiating
Criteria

DC1

DC2

DC3

Opportunities
DC1 provides opportunity to connect with open spaces to west of station
DC2 and DC3 provide opportunity for some connection to Auranga via the future bus network.
DC2 provides placemaking/integration opportunity with Hingaia tributary

6.4.2

Consultation and Engagement

The project team has consulted and engaged with project partners, stakeholders, and affected parties
throughout the alternatives assessment process. A general summary of the consultation and
engagement undertaken with each of these parties is provided in section 3.4. Table 6-4 summarises
the key feedback received pertinent to the Drury Central Station platform location alternative
assessment.
Table 6-4 – Feedback received on Drury Central Station platform location options
Parties

Relevant feedback received on Drury Central platform locations

Ngā
Manawhenua



Preference for option DC3 through the MCA process as it was the only option avoiding
the Hingaia Stream and Hingaia Stream tributary.



Subsequent hui identified mitigation and betterment opportunities associated with
option DC2 effects on Hingaia Stream tributary, which were supported by Manawhenua
(see section 6.6 below).



During DBC option assessment, AT in particular identified preference of options DC2 or
DC3 to maximise integration with planned Waihoehoe Road upgrade and planned
frequent bus network, while integrating with planned land use.



Technical / strategic inputs to the form and function of options (see section 5.2).



AT and Waka Kotahi Boards endorsed option DC2 in February 2020 and May 2020
respectively.

KiwiRail (P2P
Project)



The P2P team favoured option DC2 in the DBC option assessment process on the
basis that it avoided the operational spacing constraints associated with option DC1,
and the track geometry constraints associated with option DC3.

Auckland
Council
(officers)



Council officers queried extent to which platform options integrated with Structure Plan
and developer masterplans – in particular pros and cons of DC1 vs DC2 – ultimately
supported DC2 option.



Generally higher level of interest in optioneering for interchange facilities (see section
7.3).

Auckland
Council (elected
representatives)



Franklin Local Board has generally supported, but noted proposed sequencing of the
NZUP programme for stations is out of step with the Council’s FULSS.




Papakura Local Board has noted general support for the South Rail Station Projects.
Specific feedback not received from Manurewa Local Board.

Watercare



Did not support option DC1, primarily due to platforms being located over extended
longitudinal and transverse sections of the Waikato No. 1 Watermain Pipeline.



Did not support option DC3, on the basis that required lengthening of Waihoehoe
Bridge which would impact Waikato No. 1 Watermain.

AT and Waka
Kotahi
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Parties

Relevant feedback received on Drury Central platform locations


Supported option DC2 on the condition of a small northward movement to ensure
platforms avoid transverse section of Waikato No. 1 Watermain.

Central
Government
Agencies
(defined in
section 3.4)



General agreement with Te Tupu Ngātahi assessment and preferred station platform
locations, and all agreed NoR/consent applications for project should continue.
Confirmed need for finer-grained land use planning to ensure integration with planned
land use, including potential to realise best-practice Transit-Oriented Development over
time.

Developers







Affected
Landowners
and Wider
Community





6.5

Kiwi Property have consistently supported an option analogous with DC1 throughout
the process on the basis that it best integrates with its proposed town centre
development to the south.
Kiwi Property have been made aware of the constraints associated with platforms in
the DC1 location (Hingaia Stream and Watercare No. 1 Watermain) and have worked
collaboratively on a range of variations.
In the May 2020 period, submissions generally supported the Drury Central Station,
and the preferred platform location option. Much of the feedback gleaned during this
feedback period was on the preferred means of access to inform interchange facilities,
rather than the platform locations per-se .
In the February-March 2021 period, submissions generally supported the Drury Central
Station. Much of the feedback in this period concerned the interchange footprint and
property effects (see section 7.3).

Identification of preferred option

Based on the MCA assessment, option DC2 was identified as the preferred option for the Drury
Central Station platform location by the project team. In summary, option DC2 was preferred for the
following reasons:
 Scored joint-highest against the transport outcome and the land use integration criterion;
 Scored highest against the station functionality and engineering criterion (track geometry and
operational spacing);
 Ability to avoid the Hingaia Stream, and opportunities to mitigate effects on the Hingaia Stream
tributary (see section 6.6); and
 Ability to avoid existing infrastructure, in particular Watercare assets (Waikato No. 1 Watermain
and Pump Station) and Waihoehoe Road.
A number of opportunities to refine option DC2 were identified through the MCA process and
concurrent and subsequent engagement. These are documented in section 6.6.

Discounted Options
The project team identified that option DC1 was the least preferred platform location for the following
reasons:
 Significant incursion into the Hingaia Stream riparian area;
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 Impact on multiple Watercare assets – the Waikato No. 1 Watermain and the Drury Pump Station
at 103 Flanagan Road;
 Suboptimal separation distance to options being assessed for a station at Drury West and
proposed traction power feed;
 Catchment severance as a result of proximity to SH1; and
 Relative distance from frequent bus routes and Waihoehoe Road access.
The project team identified that option DC3 was the best scoring location on environmental effects
criteria given that it avoids impacts on the Hingaia Stream and Hingaia Stream tributary. However, it
was not preferred by the project team on balance for the following reasons:
 The track geometry will result in curved platforms which do not comply with the >1750m radius
standard required by KiwiRail/AT for safety/accessibility reasons;
 Horizontal/vertical geometry issues associated with the proximity of the Waihoehoe Road bridge;
and
 Consequential changes to the Waihoehoe Road bridge replacement necessitated by option DC3
would impact on the Waikato No. 1 Watermain.

6.6

Preferred option refinement

Engagement during and following the MCA process necessitated the further refinement of option
DC2, to resolve whether and to what extent, the platform location extent was able to move northwards
or southwards along the NIMT. Key stakeholders engaged specifically on this refinement process
included Manawhenua, developers (in particular Kiwi Property), and Watercare. The key reasons for
investigating these potential refinements were as follows:
 Manawhenua requested further investigation to establish the extent of possible northward platform
movement to avoid effects on the Hingaia Stream and Hingaia Stream tributary;
 Watercare requested further investigation to establish the extent of possible northward platform
movement with a view to avoiding impacts on the Waikato No. 1 Watermain Pipeline; and
 Kiwi Property requested further investigation to establish the extent of southward platform
movement with a view to better integrating the station with the proposed town centre.

Extent of possible northward platform movement
The project team’s findings in response to the matters raised above by Manawhenua and Watercare
in terms of northward platform movement were as follows:
 The extent of possible northward movement is dictated by track alignment and curvature. There is
a 125m section of track between the northern end of DC2 and Waihoehoe Road where track
curvature exceeds the >1750m radius required by AT and KiwiRail for platforms. This can be
reduced to 100m with a track slew to the east, noting that the possible extent of track slewing is
limited by the location of Watercare assets. In other words, the maximum possible extent of
northward platform movement is 25m from the DC2 location;
 It was confirmed that a 15m northward platform movement (i.e. falling within the 25m range)
satisfied Watercare requirements regarding the protection and accessibility of the Waikato No. 1
Watermain Pipeline; and
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 A 25m northward movement is not sufficient to avoid platforms being located over the Hingaia
Stream tributary. This was discussed in Hui with Manawhenua and accepted. Accordingly, the
focus of engagement with shifted from avoidance to possible betterment and mitigation
opportunities associated with the DC2 location (i.e. daylighting and revegetation of the Hingaia
Stream tributary), which were generally supported by Manawhenua.

Extent of possible southward platform movement
As noted above, Kiwi Property’s preference of option DC1 was not preferred on the basis of its effects
on the Hingaia Stream and Watercare assets (in particular the Waikato No. 1 Watermain pipeline).
Several variations have been proposed by Kiwi Property, including a range of intermediate options
located between DC1 and DC2. Key findings on these options were as follows:
 DC1 in its original position would need to be slewed eastwards to avoid effects on the Hingaia
Stream. This slew would result in the platforms sitting over the Watercare #1 Watermain and
encroaching onto the designated Watercare pump station property at 103 Flanagan Road;
 Under the ‘intermediate’ options/variations proposed by Kiwi Property, it is possible to generally
avoid the Hingaia Stream, but this option still results in platforms sitting over both longitudinal and
transverse sections of the Waikato #1 Watermain pipeline; and
 For the above reasons, southward movement of the platform was not supported. Accordingly, the
focus of ongoing engagement with Kiwi Property has been on integrating the DC2 location with the
proposed town centre masterplan and Plan Change 48 provisions.

Value Engineering Option Refinement
As noted in section 3.1.3, a process of value engineering option refinement was undertaken
independently of the South Rail DBC after the Government’s announcement of funding for the
delivery of the South Rail Station Projects through the NZ Upgrade Programme. The key
considerations of this process included:
 Refinements to reduce overall project costs to ensure that the stations could be delivered within
the budget allocated; and
 Refinements of the stations' functional requirements to respond to differences in assumed staging
and sequencing of the stations resulting from the Government’s funding decisions.
The value engineering option refinement process did not result in any changes to the preferred
platform locations, nor did it result in substantive changes to the platform functional requirements
beyond minor refinements to building layouts.
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7

Drury Central Station – Interchange Facilities
Alternatives Assessment

7.1

Optioneering Scope Confirmation

The IBC did not identify or assess any specific footprint options for station interchange facilities
beyond identifying high-level opportunities. Accordingly, there were no previous IBC options for this
option grouping to use as a starting point, and therefore no gap analysis was applicable.
Option development for the interchange facilities therefore started at the DBC stage. The initial scope
of option development was guided by the following parameters:
 The options initially took the form of relatively amorphous footprints, sized to meet the assumed
form and functional requirements outlined in section 5.2 of this report, whilst maintaining flexibility
as to the configuration of facilities;
 The options were premised on accommodating the main interchange facilities within a single
footprint – i.e. the components comprising the interchange facilities (e.g. park-and-ride, bus
interchange) were assessed as a consolidated whole, and not in disaggregated parts;
 The options were sized conservatively (a ‘go wide and refine’ approach) in order to identify the
widest range of likely environmental effects, with the aim of identifying the most and least impactful
locations for interchange facilities;
 The options for interchange facility footprints are closely related to the options for platform
locations, and the assessment for both sets of options was to an extent mutually reinforcing as a
result. While the two sets of options were developed and assessed both separately and in parallel
with one another, the platforms take ‘primacy’ given they are more geometrically constrained.
Accordingly, the preferred options for interchange facilities were reviewed once preferred options
for platforms were identified to ensure compatibility – i.e. that the platforms and interchange
facilities could integrate; and
 The options for interchange facilities were generally located adjacent to the rail corridor except
where noted, on the basis that: (a) AT standards require interchange facilities to be located near
the station platform entrance5, and (b) academic literature demonstrates that increased distance
between interchange facilities and station platforms reduces the attractiveness of public transport6.
To summarise, the methodology adopted sought to identify the most appropriate general location and
extent for consolidated interchange facilities for Drury Central Station. The configuration of facilities
for the preferred option was developed in more detail at the option refinement stage, documented in
section 7.5.

5 AT’s Transport Design Manual suggests integrated parking facilities are “near the station entrance”, while its predecessor the AT Code of

Practice suggests a maximum distance of 300m between park-and-ride and the platform.
6 See for example Cao & Duncan (2019), Zijlstra et al (2015), Vincent (2007).
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7.2

Option Development

Having regard to the above considerations, five shortlisted footprint location options (see Figure 7-1)
for the Drury Central interchange facilities were initially developed to be assessed through the MCA
process.
The options are summarised as follows (see Figure 7-1):
 DC1-A – Adjacent to the west of station platform location option DC1 between Great South Road
and the NIMT, with access taken from Great South Road;
 DC1-B – Adjacent to the east of station platform option DC1 and the NIMT, with access taken from
Waihoehoe Road / a realigned Flanagan Road;
 DC2-A – Adjacent to the west of station platform location option DC2 between Great South Road
and the NIMT, with access taken from Great South Road;
 DC2-B – Adjacent to the east of station platform option DC2 and the NIMT, with access taken from
Waihoehoe Road / a realigned Flanagan Road; and
 DC3-A – Adjacent to the east of station platform option DC3 and the NIMT, with access taken from
Waihoehoe Road / a realigned Flanagan Road.
Note that the ‘DC-W’ option shown on Figure 7-1 was introduced subsequent to the original five
options, and is addressed separately in section 7.6 of this report.

Figure 7-1 – DBC shortlisted options for Drury Central interchange facilities
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7.3

Option Assessment

7.3.1

Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA)

The assessment undertaken for the Drury Central Station Interchange Facilities follows the MCA
process outlined in section 3.3.1. In short, the five footprint location options were assessed against
the MCA Framework against an eleven-point scale (-5 to +5) by each relevant subject matter expert to
assist in identifying a preferred option.
As part of the process, some of the criteria in the MCA framework (developed by Te Tupu Ngātahi to
be applicable to all projects in its programme) were ‘localised’ to include additional matters pertinent
to differentiating station interchange facilities as a specific type of project. In particular:
 The relevant South Rail DBC transport outcome was included as a scored criterion;
 Criterion 3d (natural hazards) was not scored for this option grouping to avoid double-counting.
The primary natural hazard pertinent to this option grouping is flooding, which is already captured
in criterion 3b (stormwater);
 Criterion 4a (transport system integration) was not scored for this option grouping to avoid doublecounting, given that the transport outcome captures measures of relevance to this option grouping;
and
 The new criterion on station functionality and engineering (criterion 4c) was not scored for this
option grouping, as it was developed to differentiate station platform location options rather than
interchange facilities.
Table 7-1 summarises the MCA scoring as provided by the relevant specialists. Table 7-2 provides
commentary on the key differentiators identified in the MCA scoring.
Table 7-1 – Summary of MCA scoring for Drury Central Station Interchange Facilities options
MCA Criteria

Option
DC1-A

Option
DC1-B

Option
DC2-A

Option
DC2-B

Option
DC3-A

1

2

2

3

3

1a. Heritage

-1

-2

-1

-1

-1

2a. Land use futures / integration with
planned land use

1

-1

1

-2

-2

2b. Urban design

1

0

1

0

1

2c. Land requirement

-1

-2

-2

-3

-3

2d. Social cohesion

1

1

2

2

2

2e. Human Health and Wellbeing

0

0

0

0

0

3a. Landscape / visual

-4

0

0

-3

-1

Access to the rail network
Transport
Outcome

Cultural

Social

Environment

To support growth, improve mode
choice and a more sustainable, quality
urban form in Drury by enabling
access to the rail network
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MCA Criteria

Option
DC1-A

Option
DC1-B

Option
DC2-A

Option
DC2-B

Option
DC3-A

3b. Stormwater

-4

-2

-4

-3

-2

3c. Ecology

-3

0

-2

-2

0

3d. Natural Hazards

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

4a. Transport system integration

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2

3

2

3

4

4c. Station functionality / engineering

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

5a. Construction impacts on utilities /
infrastructure

-3

-2

-1

-1

-2

5b. Construction Disruption

-3

-1

-2

-1

-2

6a. Construction costs / risk / value
capture

-2

-2

-1

-1

-2

4b. User Safety

Economic

Table 7-2 – Summary of key differentiators for Drury Central Station Interchange Facilities
Criteria

DC1-A

DC1-B

DC2-A

DC2-B

DC3-A

Transport
Outcome
(access to rail
network)

DC1-A was the
worst-scoring
option against
the transport
outcome given
its reliance on
GSR for
access,
constrained site
limiting
functionality,
and distance
from planned
bus routing.

DC1-B scored
relatively better
than DC1-A
given it is a
larger site
providing more
functionality /
flexibility and
does not rely on
GSR for
access. Greater
distance from
planned bus
routing vs other
options.

DC2-A was the
second-worst
scoring option
against the
transport
outcome given
reliance on
GSR for
access,
constrained site
limiting
functionality,
and distance
from planned
bus routing.

DC2-B was the
second-best
scoring option
against the
transport
outcome given
it is accessible,
and adequately
sized to provide
flexibility.

DC3-A was the
best-scoring
option against
the transport
outcome given
it is accessible,
well located as
a bus
interchange,
and is
adequately
sized to provide
flexibility.

Heritage (1a)

No known
archaeological
or heritage
features –
potential for
subsurface
remains.

DC1-B has
potential effects
on the Drury
Railyards
archaeological
site.

No known
archaeological
or heritage
features –
potential for
subsurface
remains.

No known
archaeological
or heritage
features –
potential for
subsurface
remains.

No known
archaeological
or heritage
features –
potential for
subsurface
remains.

Socioeconomic
criteria (2a –
2e)

DC1-A scored
similarly to
DC2-A, and
generally higher
than the other
options.

DC1-B has a
slightly higher
score than
DC1-A.

DC2-A scored
similarly to
DC1-A, and
generally higher
than the other
options.

DC2-B
generally
scores lower
than the other
options overall.

DC3-A has a
large footprint
within the
planned town
centre.

This option has
a large footprint
within the
planned town

This option
requires the
realignment of
Flanagan Road,

The site is
constrained and
further from the
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While the option
occupies a
larger footprint
in the proposed
town centre,

This option has
a smaller
footprint with
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existing urban
area than other
options,
reducing
accessibility.
However, this
option occupies
a smaller
footprint,
reducing its
encroachment
into the planned
town centre.
Impacts on
existing GSR
businesses.

precluding
development, it
is partially
within the
Watercare
pump station
site.
This option will
likely require
the realignment
of Flanagan
Road and will
therefore
impact multiple
property
accesses.

reduced
encroachment
into the planned
town centre, but
will impact
several GSR
businesses and
accesses.
Constrained
site is less
accessible to
the wider land
use catchment.

centre.
Although, the
floodplain
lessens the
effect on the
preclusion of
development.
This option will
likely require
the realignment
of Flanagan
Road and will
impact multiple
residential and
commercial
properties and
their accesses.

and will impact
properties
fronting both
Flanagan and
Waihoehoe
Roads. Multiple
residential and
commercial
properties and
their accesses
will be
impacted.

Natural
environment
criteria (3a / 3b
/ 3c)

DC1-A is the
worst-scoring
option against
all three criteria
largely due to
significant
impact on
Hingaia Stream
and associated
open space and
floodplain /
wetland.

DC1-B scores
better than
DC1-A on these
criteria
generally given
it has little
impact on the
Hingaia Stream
and associated
floodplain /
wetland areas.

DC2-A is the
joint-lowest
scoring option
against the
stormwater
criterion (3b)
due to impacts
on the Hingaia
Stream tributary
gulch, and
associated
floodplain /
wetland.

DC2-B scored
relatively poorly
against these
criteria due to
impact on the
unmodified
sections of the
Hingaia Stream
tributary,
hydrological
impacts /
location in
floodplain.

DC3-A is
generally the
best scoring
option against
all three criteria
given it affects
the fewest
streams and
associated
floodplain /
wetland areas.

Construction
criteria (5a / 5b
/ 6a)

DC1-A the
lowest scoring
option against
these criteria –
proximity to
SH1, GSR and
Hingaia Stream
likely to result in
significant
disruption.

DC1-B is the
joint-best
scoring option
as it results in
little disruption /
traffic impact –
only Flanagan
Road affected
(low volume
route). Affects
Watercare
pump station
site.

DC2-A scores
relatively poorly
against these
criteria given its
reliance on
GSR for access
is likely to result
in significant
disruption.

DC1-B is the
joint-best
scoring option
as it results in
little disruption /
traffic impact –
only Flanagan
Road affected
(low volume
route).

DC3-A is the
second-worst
scoring against
this criterion
due to
complexity
associated with
proximity to
Waihoehoe
Road bridge
interface.

Higher cost and
complexity (6a)
due to
additional
retaining and
bridge
structures at
Hingaia Stream
interface.
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Higher cost and
complexity (6a)
due to
additional
retaining and
bridge
structures at
Hingaia Stream
interface.

Joint-best
scoring against
6a – lower cost
and complexity
as avoids
retaining and
bridging
interfaces with
streams and
existing roads.

Joint-best
scoring against
6a – lower cost
and complexity
as avoids
retaining and
bridging
interfaces with
streams and
existing roads.
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Opportunities



DC2-B provides opportunity for the bus interchange to be most directly sited to the primary station
entrance
DC3-A provides some flexibility to support connectivity enhancement opportunities to the town
centre

7.3.2

Consultation and Engagement

The project team has consulted and engaged with project partners, stakeholders and affected parties
throughout the alternatives assessment process. A general summary of the consultation and
engagement undertaken with each of these parties is provided in section 3.4. Table 7-3 summarises
the key feedback received pertinent to the Drury Central Station interchange facilities alternative
assessment.
Table 7-3 – Feedback received on Drury Central Station interchange facilities options
Parties

Relevant feedback received on Drury Central interchange facilities

Ngā
Manawhenua





AT and Waka
Kotahi

Manawhenua strongly supported the provision of a large park-and-ride facility for Drury
Central Station on a permanent basis to ensure rural residents are able to access
station.
Manawhenua expressed a preference for option DC3-A as it avoided impacts on the
Hingaia Stream, Hingaia Stream tributary, and associated floodplain areas.



Manawhenua have had ongoing input to development and refinement of stormwater
treatment solutions for park-and-ride.



AT and Waka Kotahi were both involved with the development of the station strategy
which defined the station form/function and interchange facility – see section 5.2.



AT supported option DC3-A, primarily due to superior integration with proposed
Waihoehoe Road frequent bus route.
Within option DC3-A, AT initially noted the preference of a loop road for bus circulation,
but ultimately supported the layout shown in the value engineering option refinement
revision (see Figure 7-2).





AT requested the assessment of western park-and-ride options. This was undertaken
and is documented in section 7.6 of this report.



Council officers queried both the size and location of interchange facilities, and whether
these were appropriate in the context of a planned town centre (in particular park-andride facilities). It has subsequently been acknowledged that the functional requirements
(see section 5.2) may manifest differently over time as the town centre develops.



Council requested the assessment of western park-and-ride options. This was
undertaken and is documented in section 7.6 of this report.

Auckland
Council (elected
representatives)



No specific feedback on Drury Central interchange facilities – however, generally
supportive of designating for stations and provision of access to stations.

Watercare



The Kiwi Property proposal for a park-and-ride facility partially occupies the designated
Watercare pump station site at 103 Flanagan Road. Watercare was agnostic on this
proposal, on the proviso that its assets (the Waikato No. 1 Watermain pipeline and the
Drury Pump Station) were protected and remained accessible. This was accounted for
in the assessment.

Auckland
Council
(officers)
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Parties

Relevant feedback received on Drury Central interchange facilities

Developers



Kiwi Property have consistently supported an option analogous with DC1-B, generally
located on the Watercare pump station site at 103 Flanagan Road.



Through the alternatives assessment, this option was not favoured did not favour this
option due to its distance from Waihoehoe Road (in particular the planned frequent bus
service) and the preferred platform location. However, it was acknowledged that the
location avoided flooding effects, and could potentially co-exist with Watercare assets.



Kiwi Property have also sought an integrated stormwater / flood mitigation solution.
This is addressed in section 8.5 below.



In the May 2020 period, submissions generally supported the Drury Central Station.
Much of the feedback gleaned during this feedback period was on the preferred means
of access to inform interchange facilities, and identified general support for access by
all modes.



In the February-March 2021 period, submissions generally supported the Drury Central
Station, but identified concern regarding the extent of the interchange footprint, and the
resultant effects on individual properties, particularly along Flanagan Road, Waihoehoe
Road, and Great South Road.

Affected
Landowners
and Wider
Community

7.4

Identification of preferred option

Based on the MCA assessment, option DC3-A was identified as the preferred option for the Drury
Central Station interchange facilities by the project team. In short, option DC3-A was preferred for the
following key reasons:
 Site provides the best access from Waihoehoe Road (for park and ride access) and for a bus
interchange given the proximity of the planned Waihoehoe Road frequent bus route;
 Site does not affect any streams and largely avoids floodplain areas;
 Site comfortably meets the functional requirements for Drury Central Station; and
 Site is located in reasonable proximity to the preferred station platform (i.e. all parts of the footprint
within <300m of the main point of platform access).
The more detailed configuration of option DC3-A was developed through the option refinement
process, documented in section 7.5 below.

Discounted Options
The project team identified that options DC1-A and DC2-A (i.e. the two options located between the
NIMT and Great South Road) were the least preferred options for the following reasons:
 Significant impacts on the Hingaia Stream and Hingaia Stream tributary respectively;
 Constrained, narrow sites that would not likely meet the functional requirements (unless multistorey structures are included);
 Reliance on Great South Road for access (already busy and located near a motorway
interchange), and distance of access from the planned Waihoehoe Road frequent bus route.
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Option DC1-B was not preferred, primarily because of its distance from the likely access point from
Waihoehoe Road and the associated frequent bus route. It is also located on a recorded
archaeological site of minor significance (Drury Railyards).
DC2-B was the site most closely integrated with the preferred platform location of DC2, and could
comfortably meet the functional requirements. However, the option was not preferred due to its
impacts on the Hingaia Stream tributary and associated flooding effects. Notwithstanding that, the
northern part of DC2-B located away from the stream and floodplain area was identified as having
potential to integrate with option DC3-A.

7.5

Preferred option refinement

As per the final step of the optioneering process, further design development and refinement was
undertaken to translate the DC3-A option footprint into a workable configuration for interchange
facilities. This was generally undertaken in two stages:
 Design development and refinement during the DBC process; and
 Value engineering option refinement which took place independently of the DBC.

DBC Option Refinement
An option refinement concept was developed using the option DC3-A footprint (along with the
northern portion of the DC2-B footprint) as the location. The purpose of this option refinement was to
demonstrate:
 Ability to safely accommodate the functional requirements within the footprint, and integrate with
the preferred DC2 platform location;
 Ability to avoid locating effects on floodplain / Hingaia Stream tributary;
 Access arrangements from Waihoehoe Road / realignment of Flanagan Road;
 Potential for integration with Kiwi Property masterplan; and
 Ability to accommodate construction areas and stormwater treatment devices (addressed below).

Value Engineering Option Refinement
As noted in section 3.1.3, a value engineering option refinement process was undertaken
independently as a consequence of the Government’s decision to allocate funding to the project
through the NZ Upgrade Programme. Key considerations of the value engineering option refinement
included:
 Refinements of the station functional requirements to respond to differences in assumed staging
and sequencing of the stations resulting from the Government’s decision to allocate funding to the
projects, and identify a delivery date of 2024-25 for the first stage; and
 Refinements to reduce overall project costs to ensure that stations could be delivered within the
budget allocated.
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The resultant changes to the interchange facilities design concept are shown in Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 – Drury Central Station interchange facilities – value engineering option refinement concept

Approach to Stormwater Management
As part of the value-engineering option refinement process and ongoing negotiation with adjacent
developers, several approaches to the treatment and attenuation of stormwater were identified for the
Drury Central interchange facilities. As all of the options fit within the footprint provided for by the
preferred option, the treatment and attenuation approaches have not formed part of the higher-level
assessment of alternatives. The assessment of alternatives informing the approaches to stormwater
management is documented in the Assessment of Stormwater Effects in Volume 4.

7.6

Further options assessed

Western Park-and-Ride Options – context and option development
Following the option assessment process, Auckland Council and AT sought assessment of an
alternative park-and-ride location to the west of Great South Road. The key reasons for investigating
this option included:
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 Potential efficiencies in land acquisition given that the required properties on Norrie Road would
already be affected by AT’s NoR D2 (Waihoehoe Road FTN Upgrade), now lodged;
 Reduced extent of development capacity in the proposed town centre foregone; and
 Potential to orient the facility more towards intercepting users accessing from State Highway 1.
This option had not previously been assessed on the basis that it was not consistent with the
parameters identified for the station strategy in section 7.1, in particular:
 The premise of a single consolidated footprint (a western option was identified as requiring a
separation of the park-and-ride and bus interchange components of the interchange); and
 Increased distance from the station platforms, and in particular the need for prospective users to
cross Great South Road.
Two variations on the concept of a western park-and-ride were developed in response to the request,
and are summarised in Table 7-4. It should be noted that these options only located the park-and-ride
facility to the west of Great South Road on the basis that the other facilities (bus interchange, cycle
parking, vehicular access) would still be required on the eastern side of the NIMT (as they have a
functional need to be located near the platforms). Accordingly, these options are not functionally
equivalent to the initial five options in that all interchange facilities are not contained within a single
consolidated footprint.
Table 7-4 – Western Park-and-Ride options
Option

Description

DCW-A



Park-and-ride on west side of Great South
Road.



Reduced extent on southern boundary of
eastern footprint, and resultant tightening
of internal road layout.



Construction yard/laydown area in northern
part of eastern footprint.




Park-and-ride as per DCW-A .
Reduced extent on northern boundary of
eastern footprint, and revised internal road
layout.



Construction yard/laydown area in centre
of internal roads.

DCW-B
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Option Assessment
Utilising the same methodology as outlined in section 7.3.1, the western park-and-ride options were
assessed using the MCA framework.
Table 7-5 summarises the scoring as provided by the relevant specialists. Table 7-6 provides
commentary on the key differentiators identified in the MCA scoring, and in particular provides a
comparison to the preferred option to assist in determining whether any of the western park-and-ride
options were preferred.
Table 7-5 – Summary of MCA scoring for Western Park-and-Ride options
MCA Criteria
Transport
Outcome

Access to the rail network

Option DCW-A

Option DCW-B

3

3

To support growth and a more sustainable, quality
urban form by enabling access to the rail network

Cultural

1a. Heritage

-1

-1

Social

2a. Land use futures / integration with planned
land use

1

1

2b. Urban design

-2

2

2c. Land requirement

-3

-3

2d. Social cohesion

2

2

2e. Human Health and Wellbeing

0

0

3a. Landscape / visual

-1

-1

3b. Stormwater

-1

-3

3c. Ecology

-1

-1

3d. Natural Hazards

N/A

N/A

4a. Transport system integration

N/A

N/A

3

3

N/A

N/A

5a. Construction impacts on utilities / infrastructure

-1

-1

5b. Construction Disruption

-2

-2

6a. Construction costs / risk / value capture

-2

-2

Environment

Economic

4b. User Safety
4c. Station functionality / engineering
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Table 7-6 – Summary of key differentiators for Western Park-and-Ride options
Criteria

Option DCW-A

Option DCW-B

Socioeconomic
criteria (2a,
2b, 2c)

Land Use – Less development potential
foregone vs DC3-A, similar level of
development potential enabled around station
on land not permanently required by project vs
DCW-A and DCW-C.

Land Use – Less development potential
foregone vs DC3-A, similar level of development
potential enabled around station on land not
permanently required by project vs DCW-A and
DCW-B.

Land Requirement

Land Requirement

Lower land requirement vs DC3-A, DCW-A,
and DCW-C. Similar number of properties and
accesses affected, but Flanagan South access
not maintained.

Lower land requirement vs DC3-A, DCW-A;
higher requirement than DCW-B. Similar number
of properties and accesses affected. Flanagan
South access maintained

Urban Design – Not preferred vs DCW-A and
DCW-C and DC3-A – poor interface of
developable land between bus interchange and
Hingaia Stream tributary.

Urban Design – Preferred vs DCW-A, DCW-B,
and DC3-A as option facilitates most
development potential, opportunities for gateway
treatments, potential to integrate station plaza
with stream restoration.

Natural
environment
criteria (3b /
3c)

Stormwater – Preferred vs Option DCW A and
C, and DC3-A as no impervious area falling
within floodplain.

Stormwater – Less preferred vs DCW-B /
similar to DC3-A due to small extent of
impervious area falling within floodplain.

Ecology – Not preferred as no stream
mitigation or offset opportunity within footprint./

Ecology – Preferred vs Option DCW-B given
potential for inclusion of stream mitigation or
offset.

Transport
criteria (4b)

DCW-A and B C options were scored relatively lower than DC3-A due to the need for park and ride
users to cross Great South Road.

Construction
criteria (5a /
5b / 6a)

Relatively less potential to facilitate
development on land not permanently required
by station due to smaller footprint.

Potential to facilitate development on land not
permanently required by the station.
Flanagan South access maintained.

Flanagan South access not maintained.

Conclusion
Based on the above assessment, none of the Western Park-and-Ride options were identified as being
preferred over option DC3-A. The key reasons for this conclusion are as follows:
 Other than DCW-B, none of the western options offered compelling advantages in terms of
efficiencies of land acquisition. Given that all options required both a western and an eastern
footprint, both options DCW-A and DCW-C require similar or more land overall to achieve the
equivalent transport functional requirement outcome;
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 Each of the western options would require park-and-ride users to cross Great South Road as
pedestrians which presents safety concerns with the road in its current state. Option DC3-A
requires no crossings of busy arterial roads.
Given the above, option DC3-A as documented in sections 7.3 and 7.5 remains the preferred option
for the Drury Central Station interchange facilities.
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8

Drury Central Station – Summary

The alternative assessment documented through Part D of this report has resulted in the identification
of preferred options for both platform locations and interchange facilities for Drury Central Station.
As outlined above, the assessment process and feedback from project partners (including
Manawhenua and Auckland Council) and landowners, identified DC2 as the preferred option for the
station platform location at Drury Central, which includes refinement via a 15m northward movement
to avoid impacts on the Waikato No. 1 Watermain.
In terms of interchange facilities, DC3-A was identified as the preferred option, located to the northeast of the station platform.
The preferred options identified through this process have in turn directly informed the NoRs and
resource consents being sought in this application.

Figure 8-1 – Indicative footprint of Drury Central Station
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Detailed Assessment of Alternatives for Paerata Station

PART F: DETAILED ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES FOR
PAERATA STATION SITES (DBC PHASE)
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Paerata Station Alternatives Assessment –
Introduction

9.1

Structure of Part E

Part F of this report documents the alternatives assessment undertaken for Paerata Station, and
covers analysis undertaken at both the IBC and DBC stages. Part F comprises sections 9-13 of this
report. The contents of each section are summarised in Table 9-1 below.
Table 9-1 – Structure of Part F
Section

Title

Content

9

Paerata Station Alternatives
Assessment – Introduction



Structure of Part E.



Summary of contextual elements pertaining to all
option groupings for Paerata Station:

10

Paerata Station – Platforms
Alternatives Assessment



Station Form and Function Considerations;



Site-specific opportunities and constraints.



Summary of IBC optioneering process for platforms;



DBC optioneering process for platforms, including:


Option development (shortlisting);



Option assessment, engagement, and identification
of preferred option; and
Preferred option refinement.


11

12

13

Paerata Station – Interchange
Facilities Alternatives Assessment

Paerata Station – Accessway
Alternatives Assessment

Paerata Station – Summary



DBC optioneering process for interchange facilities,
including:


Option development (shortlisting);



Option assessment, engagement, and identification
of preferred option; and



Preferred option refinement.



Summary of IBC and DBC optioneering processes for
SH22 Southern Connector, and logic of adopting this
assessment for Paerata accessway.



Preferred option refinement.



Summary of the preferred options for Paerata Station.

As noted in section 3.1.3, each station was split into three option groupings for the purposes of option
development and assessment – station platforms, station interchange facilities, and station
accessways. Each grouping is documented in a separate section, while the elements informing all
option groupings are covered in this section. This alternative assessment structure is summarised in
Figure 9-1 below.
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Figure 9-1 – Paerata Station – DBC alternative assessment structure

9.2

Station Form and Function

9.2.1

Platforms and Interchange Facilities

The project team has considered several inputs in determining the form and function of Paerata
Station. This in turn has informed the alternative assessment for both the station platform and station
interchange facilities option groupings, documented in sections 16 and 17 of this report respectively.
In short, the form and function process for Paerata Station comprised:
 Consideration of the overarching station strategy (see Table 9-2), including:
 Land use/catchment to be served;
 Modelled usage of the station including demand for access to the station by mode;
 Complementary modal networks – e.g. the planned bus and active mode networks; and
 Desired outcomes articulated in key strategies and policies.
 Development of detailed station functional requirements, which sought to translate the above
strategic considerations into spatial footprints to inform option development for the station
platforms and interchange facilities.
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Table 9-2 – Paerata Station Strategy
Factor

Strategic Response

Temporal elements – sequencing /
need



Station is an early (first decade) requirement – responds to
recently zoned land under development (Paerata Rise), and land
on the south side of the tracks is assumed to be urbanised 20222028.



Current assumption to provide a two-platform/two-track station
initially, to be expanded to a four-platform/four-track station
ultimately.



Zoned land to the north of the rail corridor is predominantly zoned
for mixed housing residential use.



Will be supplemented in future by residential development to the
south – Council has identified THAB in the Pukekohe-Paerata
Structure Plan to the south of the station, to be made
development-ready in the 2022-2028 period.

Wider catchment



Paerata station is intended to serve a wide rural Franklin
catchment throughout its life – including Waiuku, Glenbrook,
Clarks Beach, Kingseat, Patumahoe, and Pukekohe’s northern
fringe.

Access by car
(park and ride,
kiss-and-ride)



Given that Paerata is intended to serve a wide rural hinterland, a
medium-to-large scale park-and-ride facility is intended to be
provided throughout the life of the station.

Access by public
transport (bus)



Paerata will serve a minor interchange function. Current plans
indicate three interchanging bus routes

Access by active
modes, micromobility



All stations to provide for high-quality pedestrian, cycling and
micro-mobility access at all stages of development. Demand will
increase as area surrounding area urbanises.

Land Use
served by
station

Station access
demands by
mode

Immediate
catchment

Table 9-3 summarises the functional requirements developed for Paerata Station after developing the
above station strategy. These functional requirements were used to develop the options for both
station platforms and interchange facilities.
It should be noted that the lower bound and upper bound scenarios included in the table reflect
potential staging of the station. The lower bound scenario reflects what is likely to be built as a first
stage, while the upper bound scenario reflects the maximum planned extent of build-out.
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Table 9-3 – Paerata Station Functional Requirements
Option
Grouping

Spatial
Attribute

Lower Bound
(minimum
extent)

Upper Bound
(maximum
extent)

Derivation

Platforms

Platform length

150m

225m

150m provides for the length of a 6-car
electric train; while 225m provides for the
length of a 9-car electric train likely to be
operated in future as demand increases
(lengths specified in the AT TDM).

Platform layout

Two platforms

Four platforms

A two-platform layout would serve the
existing two track NIMT railway for the
short-to-medium term, while a fourplatform layout would serve a four-track
NIMT in the long term (noting the
recommendation to add a third and
fourth track to the NIMT in future – see
section 4).

Platform width

4.5m side
platforms

4.5m side
platforms +
10m island
platform

Platform width informed by AT TDM
dimensions.

Platform bridge
accesses

One

Two

Number of platform bridge accesses
informed by AT TDM guidance on
optimising passenger circulation and fire
safety by platform length.

Bus
Interchange

One double
bus stop

Nine bus stops

Functional requirement derived from
operational needs of future planned bus
networks developed by AT. Sizing
derived from AT TDM.

Park-and-ride

Up to 500 spaces.

Interchange
Facilities

Park-and-ride allowance of up to 500
spaces derived from modelled auto
access demand, a range of station
sequencing scenarios, and consideration
of desired land use outcomes.
Given that Paerata is intended to serve a
wide rural hinterland, park-and-ride is
likely to be retained throughout the life of
the station.

Bicycle storage
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500

Functional requirement derived from
modelled access by active modes over
time. Sizing derived from AT TDM.
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9.2.2

Accessway

The Corridor Form and Function (CFAF) assessment tool developed by Te Tupu Ngātahi was used to
define the form and function of the Paerata accessway. The CFAF assessment process is used by Te
Tupu Ngātahi to determine the applicable modular cross-section for planned road corridors, having
regard to surrounding land use, modelled vehicular traffic flows, and the relative level of strategic
importance ascribed to bus, active modes, and freight. The process is also used to determine
intersection forms having regard to the same considerations.
The CFAF output for the Paerata accessway resulted in the identification of a 24m cross-section, and
roundabout intersection forms (see Table 9-4). It should be noted that these cross-sections reflect the
requirements for access to the station only, and not for the long-term capacity along the same corridor
required to serve the full extent of urbanisation of the area. A separate Te Tupu Ngātahi business
case and future AT/Waka Kotahi NoR for the SH22 Southern Connector project will provide for the
additional capacity required (likely a 30m cross-section) along this alignment and its future extension
(see section 12.1 for further detail on this connection).
Table 9-4 – Paerata Accessway Form and Function outputs
Paerata: 2-Lane Arterial CFAF Cross-section (24m)

Place / Movement





This will need to be a new alignment that provides
access between SH22 and Paerata station given
that no other means of access to the railway
currently exists in this location
The land use surrounding the alignment is Future
Urban Zone, planned for urbanisation by 2038.
Bus routes yet to be confirmed, but will connect to
station in future.
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Cross-section


Predicted flows: 3,700 ADT (2028) – justifies only
two general traffic lanes.



Separated cycle lane and footpath on both sides.
A high number of cyclists and pedestrians to be
using this connection. 2,000 daily pedestrians and
500 daily cyclists in 2028 and 3,000 daily
pedestrians and 1,000 daily cyclists in 2038.
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9.3

Site-specific opportunities and constraints

In guiding the option development and assessment process for Paerata Station, the following sitespecific opportunities and constraints in the study area were identified by the project team (see Table
9-5 and Figure 9-2 below).
Table 9-5 – Site-specific opportunities and constraints – Paerata Station
Theme

Discussion

Environmental / Cultural
Features and Values



Tributaries of the Whangapouri Stream (to the west) and the Oira Creek (to the
east) are located within the station study area.



Floodplain and riparian areas associated with the above streams hold ecological
value and cultural value to Manawhenua.



Tuff bluff located ~1km east of the study area – identified as an Outstanding
Natural Landscape in the AUP:OP.
Productive soils – generally a mix of class 2-3 soils in the study area.


Land Use Planning /
Development Potential



Live-zoned land to the north of the rail corridor is predominantly zoned for mixed
housing residential use.



Will be supplemented in future by residential development to the south – Council
has identified THAB in the Pukekohe-Paerata Structure Plan to the south of the
station, to be made development-ready in the 2022-2028 period. Opportunity to
maximise walkable catchment.
Good access to residential and existing/proposed schools.


Infrastructural
Constraints

Rail corridor constraints



Proposed SH22 Southern Connector (in part the Paerata Station accessway)
traverses the station study area.



Transpower transmission lines traverse the rail corridor to the east of the study
area.



The existing rail corridor in the Paerata area has inherent existing constraints
meaning that not all sections of track are appropriate for a station. These include
track curvature (horizontal alignment) and vertical alignment.
The P2P rail electrification and associated infrastructure is expected to be
implemented by 2024.
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Figure 9-2 – Site-specific opportunities and constraints in the Paerata Station study area
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Paerata Station – Platform Location Alternatives
Assessment

10.1

Summary of the IBC optioneering process

Following the identification of general station location areas in the PBC (discussed in section 4.1.1)
and a gap analysis process7, the IBC assessed a short-list of platform locations for Paerata Station.
These options were derived from numerous studies and reports, including technical reports
commissioned for the PBC, various rail technical reports, and developer-led land use concepts.
The resultant three platform location options were referred to in the IBC from south-to-north as
options P1, P2, and P3 respectively, and fell within a 1.7km segment of the rail corridor generally
adjoining the south-eastern boundary of the zoned Franklin 2 Precinct (Paerata Rise) area.
The key conclusions drawn from the IBC option assessment were as follows:

Figure 10-1 – IBC options for Paerata Station Platforms

 P2 was the preferred option on the basis that it provided good access to planned residential land
use and the proposed school site, presented an opportunity to intercept car-based commuter trips,
and would result in reduced earthworks than option P3;
7 Key contextual changes between the PBC and IBC included revised growth/yield forecasts for the Southern growth area, and changes to land

use and transport policy documents – e.g. the Government Policy Statement on Land Transport, the Auckland Plan, the Future Urban Land
Supply Strategy, and the Auckland Transport Alignment Project.
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 P1 was scored similarly to P2, but was not preferred, as it is partially located within a floodplain,
and it was less well-aligned with developer proposals; and
 P3 was not preferred as it is more remote from planned residential land use and the proposed
school site, and would result in a more significant earthworks requirement.

10.2

Optioneering Scope Confirmation

Gap Analysis
Following the methodology set out in section 3.2 of this report, a gap analysis was conducted after the
IBC and before the DBC to determine the necessary scope of platform location options to be
assessed in the DBC, having regard to the implications of new information not known at the IBC
stage.
The gap analysis identified three key matters considered material in the context of optioneering for
Paerata Station platform locations. These were:
 Ongoing work by KiwiRail on the P2P project. In the case of Paerata Station, the KiwiRail work has
not identified potential refined platform locations. Moreover, Paerata is not constrained by
electrification infrastructure such as the Drury traction power feed. Nonetheless, platform location
options for Paerata continued to be developed in the context of the electrified rail corridor
proposed by the P2P project;
 The emergence of Auckland Council’s Pukekohe-Paerata Structure Plan, which was finalised and
adopted in August 2019; and
 Ongoing work by developers, particularly development concepts and ongoing build-out of the
Franklin 2 (Paerata Rise) Precinct by Grafton Downs.

DBC Longlist
As noted above, KiwiRail did not identify further platform location options for Paerata Station as part
of the P2P project as was the case with the two Drury locations. Further options were not identified by
KiwiRail because there are generally fewer constraints in this location pertaining to rail operations and
electrification.
The decision on the need for further options was therefore made primarily on the basis of land use
planning. The extent of the IBC shortlist was made on the basis that the urban zoned and FUZ areas
of Paerata within the Rural Urban Boundary (RUB) are relatively contained. As a result, the rail line in
Paerata only has a large developable catchment on both sides of the track for a segment of
approximately 1.5km. Options beyond this section of track would simply result in stations being
located away from areas of future urbanisation.
There has been no change to the location of the RUB or urban zoning, and the Pukekohe-Paerata
Structure Plan has signalled that the majority of the Paerata Future Urban Zone will be zoned for
medium-to-high density residential development in the 2022-2028 period. Moreover, adjacent
developers have signalled general support for the IBC preferred location. Accordingly, the project
team judged that the extent of options examined in the IBC was also an appropriate longlist for the
DBC.
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Before entering into the DBC MCA process, the project team undertook a challenge process to
determine whether the three options in the IBC could be further rationalised. This involved testing
whether the IBC reasoning was sufficient to discard options, or whether the new information identified
in the gap analysis would merit retaining the option for assessment in the DBC MCA process. The
results of this assessment are summarised in Table 10-1 below.
Table 10-1 – Assessment of factors determining Paerata shortlist
Shortlist Option
(south-to-north)
P1

10.3

IBC Position

Reasons to retain or discard

Resolution

Not preferred



This option was not favoured as it is located in a
floodplain.



The option otherwise shares locational advantages
with P2 (see below), which itself has environmental
constraints.

Carry forward
to refined
shortlist

P2

Preferred



This was the preferred option as it has a range of
locational advantages including integration with
residential land use, proximity to a proposed school,
and relatively easy access as a point to intercept car
trips with a park and ride facility.

Carry forward
to refined
shortlist

P3

Not preferred



This option was not preferred as it is located 800m
east of the other options. As such, this would have a
one-sided catchment and would be more remote
from the majority of residential growth, the proposed
school site and points of access.

Discard



This option also has the most significant earthworks
requirement.

Option Development

Following the above process, a shortlist of two options was carried forward for assessment through
the DBC MCA process. Each option meets the functional requirements for platforms identified in
section 9.2. The shortlisted options are henceforth referred to as follows:
 P1 – The southern option, located to the south of the proposed SH22 Southern Connector road;
and
 P2 – The northern option, located to the north of the proposed SH22 Southern Connector Road.
In further rationalising the shortlist, the study area was reduced down to an approximately 680m
segment of track extending either side of the proposed SH22 Southern Connector Road. The two
options are separated by approximately 450m.
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Figure 10-2 – DBC shortlisted options for Paerata Station platform location

10.4

Option Assessment

10.4.1 Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA)
The assessment undertaken for the Paerata Station platform location follows the MCA process
outlined in section 3.3.1. In short, the two shortlisted platform options were assessed against the MCA
Framework using an eleven-point scale (-5 to +5) by each relevant subject matter expert to assist in
identifying a preferred option.
As part of the process, some of the criteria in the MCA Framework (developed by Te Tupu Ngātahi to
be applicable to all projects in its programme) were ‘localised’ to include additional matters pertinent
to differentiating station platforms as a specific type of project. In particular:
 The relevant South Rail DBC transport outcomes was included as a scored criterion;
 A new criterion on station functionality and engineering was added (criterion 4c) to the MCA
Framework, so that options were scored specifically against factors such as suitability of track
geometry and operational spacing; and
 The performance of options against Crime Prevention for Environmental Design (CPTED)
principles was added as a measure for criterion 4b (user safety).
Table 10-2 summarises the scoring as provided by the relevant specialists. Table 10-3 provides
commentary on the key differentiators identified in the MCA scoring.
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Table 10-2 – Summary of MCA scoring for Paerata Station Platform options
MCA Criteria
Transport
Outcome

Cultural

Social

Environment

Economic

Option P1

Option P2

Access to the rail network

3

3

1a. Heritage

-1

-1

2a. Land use futures / integration with planned land
use

2

2

2b. Urban design

0

1

2c. Land requirement

-1

-2

2d. Social cohesion

1

2

2e. Human Health and Wellbeing

-1

-1

3a. Landscape / visual

-1

-2

3b. Stormwater

-3

-2

3c. Ecology

-1

-1

3d. Natural Hazards

-2

-1

4a. Transport system integration

3

3

4b. User Safety

3

3

4c. Station functionality / engineering

1

1

5a. Construction impacts on utilities / infrastructure

0

0

5b. Construction Disruption

-2

-2

6a. Construction costs / risk / value capture

-1

-2

Table 10-3 – Summary of key differentiators for Paerata Station Platforms
Criteria
Land use criteria
(2a / 2b / 2c / 2d)

P1

P2

Both options scored the same under landuse futures, as they have similar
catchments. However, some of the P1
catchment falls within a floodplain.
P1 was assessed as having a more limited
interface opportunity with future urban
form along southern boundary.

Both options scored the same under land
use futures, as they have similar
catchments.
However, P2 scored higher against urban
design due to the opportunity to for the
station to integrate with its underlying
topography.
Larger land requirement due to additional
land required for earthworks.
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Criteria

P1

P2

Natural
environment
criteria (3a / 3b /
3c / 3d)

Moderate adverse scores against these
criteria, due to:

Low adverse scores against these criteria,
due to:

Construction
disruption /
costs (5b / 6a)



Increased impervious surfaces and
greater extended embankment taking
up flood storage space affecting
floodplain in FUZ area



P1 is located adjacent to a large
floodplain.



Reduced landform modification
compared with P2.

P1 was identified as potentially less costly
to construct against criterion 6a due to
reduced landform modification /
earthworks compared with P2.



Moderate adverse impacts due to
landform modification required to
construct the station.



Reduced exposure to floodplain and
effect on flood storage compared with
P1.



Minimises intrusion into Whangapouri
Stream tributaries either end of
platform.

P2 was identified as potentially less costly
to construct against criterion 6a due to
higher landform modification / earthworks
and bridging requirement compared with
P1.

Opportunities


P2 provides opportunity to integrate station within the underlying topography, responding to the
surrounding context.



P2 provides the opportunity to match the secondary side of the station into the road/cycle network



P2 provides opportunity to avoid direct stream impacts and restore habitat. Existing stream
corridors are dominated by weedy species. These areas could be restored and enhanced.
Opportunity to restore areas of floodplain to wetland habitat.
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10.4.2 Consultation and Engagement
The project team has consulted and engaged with project partners, stakeholders and affected parties
throughout the alternative assessment process. A general summary of the consultation and
engagement undertaken with each of these parties is provided in section 3.4. Table 10-4 summarises
the key feedback received pertinent to the Paerata Station platform alternative assessment.
Table 10-4 – Feedback received on Paerata Station platform location options

Parties

Relevant feedback received on Paerata platform locations

Ngā
Manawhenua





Manawhenua advised that two tributaries of the upper Whangapouri Stream run
either side of option P2. Manawhenua advised that the option could be shifted to be
located between tributaries and therefore avoid both (see section 10.6).
During the value engineering option refinement stage (see section 10.6),
Manawhenua equally agreed that locating platform over tributary could result in
opportunity for betterment / mitigation (e.g. daylighting) of existing culverts under
NIMT.



Flooding constraints affecting option P1 were identified by Manawhenua and advised
their preference was to avoid this.



Both agencies generally supported option P2 given it best integrated with Grafton
Downs development plans, and was located outside of floodplain.



Technical / strategic inputs to the form and function of options (see section 15.3).



AT and Waka Kotahi Boards endorsed option P2 in February 2020 and May 2020
respectively.

KiwiRail (P2P
Project)



The P2P team did not identify significant rail technical constraints between the two
Paerata options. Did not support the P1 location due to flooding issues, but noted
earthworks requirements at P2.

Auckland
Council
(officers)



Council generally supported option P2 given it best integrated with Grafton Downs
development plans.

Auckland
Council (elected
representatives)



Franklin Local Board has generally supported, but noted proposed sequencing of the
NZUP programme for stations is out of step with the Council’s FULSS.



Papakura Local Board has noted general support the South Rail Station Projects.



Specific feedback not received from Manurewa Local Board.

Central
Government
Agencies
(defined in
section 3.4)



General agreement with assessment and preferred station platform locations, and all
agreed NoR/consent applications for project should continue.



Confirmed need for finer-grained land use planning to ensure integration with planned
land use. This included MHUD discussions with Grafton Downs about increasing
intensity of proposed development adjacent to station at Paerata Rise.

Developers



Grafton Downs are supportive of the proposed P2 platform location, and have sought
confirmation of the station timing.

Affected
Landowners
and Wider
Community



In the May 2020 period, feedback generally supported the Paerata Station. Given the
questions asked in this engagement period, much of the feedback gleaned during this
period was on the preferred means of access to inform interchange facilities, rather
than the platform locations (see section 18).

AT and Waka
Kotahi
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Parties

Relevant feedback received on Paerata platform locations


10.5

In the February-March 2021 period, feedback generally supported the Paerata
Station. Much of the feedback in this period concerned the interchange footprint and
property effects.

Identification of preferred option

Based on the MCA assessment, option P2 was identified as the preferred option for the Paerata
Station platform location by the project team. Conversely, option P1 was discounted.
Option P2 was preferred over P1 for the following key reasons:
 The effect of option P1 on the Whangapouri Stream floodplain and flood storage capacity was
deemed more significant than the impact of option P2 on landscape / topography;
 The earthworks associated with option P2 result in increased construction cost and increased
landscape and visual effects. However, there was also an associated opportunity to integrate the
station with its underlying topography from an urban design perspective;
 Option P2 integrates with the proposed Grafton Downs development plans for Paerata Rise to the
north-west; and
 There is further opportunity to refine the location of option P2 both to reduce the impact on
streams, and on earthworks / costs (see section 10.6).

10.6

Preferred option refinement

Engagement during and following the MCA process necessitated the further refinement of option P2,
to resolve whether and to what extent, the platform location was able to move northwards or
southwards along the NIMT.

Extent of possible northward movement
Two tributaries of the Whangapouri Stream in the vicinity of the option P2 traverse the rail corridor
approximately 260 metres apart. In its original position, the southern end of the P2 station platforms
was located over the southernmost of the two tributaries. Through engagement, Manawhenua
requested that the project team investigate the potential to move the option marginally northwards to
avoid incursion into the riparian area.
The project team have subsequently confirmed that it is feasible to move the station platforms
approximately 20m northward and avoid incursions into both tributaries, but that the movement does
increase the relative earthworks requirement. This was the preferred location prior to value
engineering option refinement.

Value Engineering Option Refinement
As noted in section 3.1.3, a process of value engineering option refinement was undertaken
independently of the South Rail DBC after the Government’s announcement of funding for the
delivery of the South Rail Station Projects through the NZ Upgrade Programme. The key
considerations of this process included:
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 Refinements to reduce overall project costs to ensure that stations could be delivered within the
budget allocated; and
 Refinements of the station functional requirements to respond to differences in assumed staging
and sequencing of the stations resulting from the Government’s funding decisions.
The value engineering option refinement process resulted in an 80m southward movement (i.e. 60m
south of the original P2 location) of the platforms to reduce project costs associated with earthworks.
While this resulted in the platforms once again being located over the southernmost of the two
Whangapouri Stream tributaries, Manawhenua have acknowledged that locating the platform over the
tributary could result in an opportunity for betterment and mitigation (e.g. daylighting) either side of the
existing culvert under the NIMT in this location.
The value engineered solution was therefore deemed acceptable by Manawhenua. Moreover, it
maintained the other advantages of option P2 identified in the MCA, and accordingly has formed the
basis of the current NoR and resource consent application.
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11

Paerata Station – Interchange Facilities Alternative
Assessment

11.1

Optioneering Scope Confirmation

The IBC did not identify or assess any specific footprint options for station interchange facilities
beyond identifying high-level opportunities. Accordingly, there were no previous IBC options for this
option grouping to use as a starting point, and therefore no gap analysis was applicable.
Option development for the Paerata Station interchange facilities therefore started at the DBC stage.
The initial scope of option development was guided by the following assumptions and parameters:
 The options initially took the form of relatively amorphous footprints, sized to meet the assumed
form and functional requirements outlined in section 9.2 of this report, whilst maintaining flexibility
as to the configuration of facilities;
 The options were premised on accommodating the main interchange facilities within a single
footprint – i.e. the components comprising the interchange facilities (e.g. park-and-ride, bus
interchange) were assessed as a consolidated whole, and not in disaggregated parts;
 The options were sized conservatively in order to capture the widest range of likely environmental
effects, with the aim of identifying the most and least impactful locations for interchange facilities;
 The options for interchange facility footprints are closely related to the options for platform
locations, and the assessment for both sets of options was to an extent mutually reinforcing as a
result. While the two sets of options were developed and assessed both separately and in parallel
with one another, the platforms take ‘primacy’ given that they are more geometrically constrained.
Accordingly, the preferred options for interchange facilities were reviewed once preferred options
for platforms were identified to ensure compatibility – i.e. that the platforms and interchange
facilities could integrate; and
 The options for interchange facilities were generally located adjacent to the rail corridor except
where noted, on the basis that: (a) AT standards require interchange facilities to be located near
the station platform entrance8, and (b) academic literature demonstrates that increased distance
between interchange facilities and station platforms reduces the attractiveness of public transport9.
To summarise, the methodology adopted sought to identify the most appropriate general location and
extent for consolidated interchange facilities for Paerata Station. The configuration of facilities for the
preferred option was developed in more detail at the option refinement stage, documented in section
11.4.

11.2

Option Development

Having regard to the above considerations, a shortlist of two footprint location options (see Figure
11-1) for the Paerata Interchange facilities was developed to be assessed through the MCA process.

8 AT’s Transport Design Manual suggests integrated parking facilities are “near the station entrance”, while its predecessor the AT Code of

Practice suggests a maximum distance of 300m between park-and-ride and the platform.
9 See for example Cao & Duncan (2019), Zijlstra et al (2015), Vincent (2007).
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No longlisting was undertaken for this option grouping given the close relationship to the station
platform locations, which in themselves had already been subject to a longlisting process.
Options on the west side of the rail tracks were not developed at the initial option development stage
because the area has residential zoning, is already undergoing subdivision and development, and
land cost was identified as likely to be higher. Moreover, the west side of the tracks was identified as
generally being more constrained by streams, wetlands, and topography. This reasoning was
validated at the value engineering option refinement stage, in which an option on the west side of the
tracks was developed and discounted on the basis of land cost.
The options are summarised as follows (see Figure 11-1):
 P1-A – Adjacent to the east of station platform option P1, with access taken from the SH22
Southern Connector / Paerata Accessway.
 P2-A – Adjacent to the east of station platform option P2, with access taken from the SH22
Southern Connector / Paerata Accessway.

Figure 11-1 - DBC shortlisted options for Paerata interchange facilities

11.3

Option Assessment

11.3.1 Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA)
The assessment undertaken for the Paerata Station interchange facilities follows the MCA process
outlined in section 3.3.1. In short, the two shortlisted footprint location options were assessed against
the MCA Framework against an eleven-point scale (-5 to +5) by each relevant subject matter expert to
assist in identifying a preferred option.
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As part of the process, some of the criteria in the MCA framework (developed by Te Tupu Ngātahi to
be applicable to all projects in its programme) were ‘localised’ to include additional matters pertinent
to differentiating station platforms as a specific type of project. In particular:
 The relevant South Rail DBC transport outcome was included as a scored criterion;
 Criterion 3d (natural hazards) was not scored for this option grouping to avoid double-counting.
The primary natural hazard pertinent to this option grouping is flooding, which is already captured
in criterion 3b (stormwater);
 Criterion 4a (transport system integration) was not scored for this option grouping to avoid doublecounting, given that the transport outcome captures measures of relevance to this option grouping;
and
 The new criterion on station functionality and engineering (criterion 4c) was not scored for this
option grouping, as it was developed to differentiate station platform location options rather than
interchange facilities.
Table 11-1 summarises the MCA scoring as provided by the relevant specialists. Table 11-2 provides
commentary on the key differentiators identified in the MCA scoring.
Table 11-1 – Summary of MCA scoring for Paerata Station Interchange Facilities options
MCA Criteria

Option P1-A

Option P2-A

Transport Outcome - Access to the rail network

3

4

1a. Heritage

-1

-1

2a. Land use futures / integration with planned
land use

-1

-1

2b. Urban design

0

1

2c. Land requirement

-2

-2

2d. Social cohesion

3

3

2e. Human Health and Wellbeing

-1

-1

3a. Landscape / visual

-1

-2

3b. Stormwater

-3

-2

3c. Ecology

-1

-1

3d. Natural Hazards

n/a

n/a

4a. Transport system integration

n/a

n/a

4

4

n/a

n/a

4b. User Safety
4c. Station functionality / engineering
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MCA Criteria

Option P1-A

Option P2-A

5a. Construction impacts on utilities /
infrastructure

-1

0

5b. Construction Disruption

0

0

6a. Construction costs / risk / value capture

-1

-2

Table 11-2 – Summary of key differentiators for Paerata Station Interchange Facilities
Criteria

P1-A

P2-A

Transport
Outcome
(access to rail
network)

P1-A scored positively but less highly than
P2-A due to severance of proposed SH22
Southern Connector, and relative distance
from land use and school site.

P2-A scored highest – best integrated with
adjacent land uses, school site, and
planned bus routing.

Less well integrated with preferred
platform location P2.
Land use criteria
(2a / 2b / 2c)

Natural
environment
criteria (3a / 3b /
3c)

Both options scored the same under landuse futures and land requirement – both
have large footprint precluding some land
identified as THAB in the PukekohePaerata Structure Plan in the particular
location.

Both options scored the same under landuse futures and land requirement – both
have large footprint precluding some land
identified as THAB in the PukekohePaerata Structure Plan in the particular
location.

Grade difference between interchange and
adjacent land use limits urban form
interface from an urban design
perspective.

Better local integration with Paerata Rise
and surrounding land use due to lesser
grade difference from an urban design
perspective.

Moderate adverse scores against these
criteria, primarily due to location in a deep
floodplain:

Moderate adverse scores against these
criteria, due to:





Construction
disruption /
costs (5a / 6a)

Better integrated with preferred platform
location P2.

Moderate adverse impacts due to
increased impervious surfaces
requiring treatment/attenuation.
Significant fill is required within flood
prone area (3m deep), adversely
affecting the flood storage in FUZ area.

P1-A was scored lower against criterion 5a
due to location in floodplain, but higher
against 6a due to reduced land
modification requirement / cost.





Moderate landscape / visual effects
due to increased modification of
undulating landform.
Lower negative stormwater impacts in
comparison to P1-A, but still has
increased impervious surfaces
requiring treatment/attenuation.
Significant fill is required within a
smaller flood prone area (2.6m deep),
flood storage in the FUZ.

P2-A was scored lower against criterion 6a
due to increased cost associated with
earthworks volumes, but slightly higher
due to locating out of floodplain.

Opportunities:
P2-A provides opportunity for best integration with Paerata Rise active mode network.
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11.3.2 Consultation and Engagement
The project team has consulted and engaged with project partners, stakeholders and affected parties
throughout the alternatives assessment process. A general summary of the consultation and
engagement undertaken with each of these parties is provided in section 3.4. Table 11-3Table 7-3
summarises the key feedback received pertinent to the Paerata Station interchange facilities
alternative assessment.
Table 11-3 – Feedback received on Paerata Station interchange facilities options
Parties

Relevant feedback received on Paerata interchange facilities locations

Ngā
Manawhenua



Manawhenua strongly supported the provision of a large park-and-ride facility for
Paerata Station on a permanent basis to ensure rural residents able to access
station.



Manawhenua identified preference for avoiding flooding constraints and Whangapouri
tributaries.



Manawhenua have had ongoing input to development of stormwater treatment
solution for park-and-ride.



Both agencies generally supported option P2-A given integration with Grafton Downs
development plans, location outside floodplain, integration with platform option P2,
and ability to serve with planned bus routing.



Clarity on accessibility of P2-A was sought– has since been resolved through
inclusion of Paerata Accessway in project scope (previously the SH22 Southern
Connector – see section 18).



Technical / strategic inputs to the form and function of options (see section 15.3).



AT and Waka Kotahi Boards endorsed option P2 in February 2020 and May 2020
respectively.

Auckland
Council
(officers)



Council generally supported option P2-A, and the provision of a large park-and-ride at
Paerata Station to serve a wide rural catchment.

Auckland
Council (elected
representatives)



Franklin Local Board has generally supported, but noted proposed sequencing of the
NZUP programme for stations is out of step with the Council’s FULSS.




Papakura Local Board has noted general support the Rail Station Projects.
Specific feedback not received from Manurewa Local Board.

Developers



Grafton Downs are understood to be supportive of the proposed P2-A interchange
location, and have sought clarity of the station timing.



Paerata 5 Farms Limited did not support the location of interchange facilities on their
land holding at 412 Sim Road.



In the May 2020 period, submissions generally supported the Paerata Station, and
the preferred platform location option. Much of the feedback gleaned during this
feedback period was on the preferred means of access to inform interchange
facilities, rather than the platform locations per-se (see section 18).



In the February-March 2021 period, submissions generally supported the Paerata
Station. Much of the feedback in this period concerned the interchange footprint and
property effects.

AT and Waka
Kotahi

Affected
Landowners
and Wider
Community
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11.4

Identification of preferred option

Based on the MCA assessment, option P2-A was identified as the preferred option for the Paerata
Station interchange facilities by the project team. Conversely, option P1-A was discounted. In short,
option P2-A was preferred for the following key reasons:
 Provides opportunity for fully integrated station facilities with the preferred station platform location
of P2;
 Facilities more suitably located for integration with planned bus routing, and integration with
Paerata Rise development and proposed school site; and
 The impact of option P1-A on the Whangapouri Stream floodplain was deemed more significant
than the impact of option P2-A on landscape / topography. Moreover, locating transport assets in a
floodplain was deemed a risk factor against option P1-A.

11.5

Preferred option refinement

As per the final step of the optioneering process, further design development and refinement was
undertaken to translate the P2-A option footprint into a workable configuration for interchange
facilities. This was generally undertaken in two stages:
 Design development and refinement during the DBC process; and
 Value engineering option refinement which took place independently of the DBC.

DBC option refinement
An option refinement concept was developed over several revisions for the South Rail DBC using the
option P2-A footprint as the location. The purpose of this option refinement was to demonstrate:
 Ability to safely accommodate the functional requirements within the footprint, and integrate with
the preferred P2 platform location;
 Ability to provide for safe access from SH22 and the proposed SH22 Southern Connector /
Paerata Accessway;
 Potential reductions of overall size compared with the P2-A footprint to reduce development
capacity foregone; and
 Ability to integrate with the bus network planned to service the Paerata future urban areas.
The resultant option refinement concept is shown in Figure 11-2, and demonstrates the following:
 The functional requirements can be accommodated comfortably in a more contained area
(approximately half) than the P2-A footprint; and
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Figure 11-2 – Paerata Station interchange facilities design concept

 Access from the SH22 Southern Connector / Paerata accessway, as well as Sim Road, are
possible and provide for flexibility of access by mode, separation of modes within the interchange,
and integration with the planned bus network.

Value Engineering Option Refinement
As noted in section 3.1.3, a value engineering option refinement process was undertaken
independently of the DBC as a consequence of the Government’s decision to allocate funding to the
project through the NZ Upgrade Programme. Key considerations of the value engineering option
refinement included:
 Refinements to reduce overall project costs to ensure that stations could be delivered within the
budget allocated; and
 Refinements of the station functional requirements to respond to differences in assumed staging
and sequencing of the stations resulting from the Government’s decision to allocate funding to the
projects, and identify a delivery date of 2024-25 for the first stage.
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Figure 11-3 – Paerata Station interchange facilities – value engineering option refinement

The resultant changes to the interchange facilities design concept are shown in Figure 11-3, which
has formed the basis of the current NoR and resource consent application. The interchange facilities
as shown occupy the same physical footprint as the earlier DBC concept. The key changes to the
configuration are as follows:
 Changes to the road circulation arrangement and the introduction of modular roundabout and bus
interchange elements to ensure that the facilities can be more easily staged, and required land
extent reduced; and
 Ongoing refinements to the stormwater treatment and construction yard / laydown arrangements.

Approach to Stormwater Infrastructure
As part of the value-engineering option refinement process, several approaches to the treatment and
attenuation of stormwater were considered for the Paerata interchange facilities. As all of the options
fit within the footprint provided for by the preferred option, the treatment and attenuation approaches
have not formed part of the higher level assessment of alternatives. In the Paerata location, the
preferred treatment and attenuation solution is via a large wetland located in a natural depression,
discharging via an upgrade of an existing culvert under the NIMT. The assessment of alternatives
informing the approaches to stormwater management is documented in the Assessment of
Stormwater Effects in Volume 4.
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12

Paerata Station – Accessway Alternatives
Assessment

12.1

Context

12.1.1 Approach to Alternative Assessment
The platforms and interchange facilities for Paerata Station, as described in sections 10 and 11, are
located in a greenfield area largely inaccessible from the existing road network. Multi-modal access to
the proposed station is essential to meet the transport outcomes for Paerata Station.
Access to Paerata Station was considered in the context of broader optioneering for strategic arterial
connections to serve the Southern growth area as a whole. This included the SH22 Southern
Connector, which was envisaged as a strategic arterial connection between the existing SH22, the
planned Paerata Station, and ultimately the planned Pukekohe Expressway (see Figure 12-1). The
SH22 Southern Connector was included in the IBC Indicative Strategic Transport Network, and had
been progressed to the concept design stage through a separate (as yet incomplete) DBC.
The key assumption made for the Paerata accessway is that it would simply comprise the
westernmost portion of the proposed SH22 Southern Connector (utilising the aforementioned concept
alignment) to the extent required to provide access to the station and meet the project objectives. The
rationale for this assumption was as follows:
 Access to Paerata Station was explicitly identified as one of the functions served by the SH22
Southern Connector in the IBC and DBC phases;
 Developing a dedicated Paerata accessway on a separate alignment to the SH22 Southern
Connector would be costly and duplicative. Accordingly, it was considered that there was merit in
efficiently utilising a portion of a corridor already identified through the business case work as a
future strategic connection; and
 The earlier assessments assumed a 30m arterial cross-section for the SH22 Southern Connector.
Given that a station accessway on its own would not require the full extent of this footprint, it was
considered that the earlier assessments remained relevant as ‘worst case’ assessments.
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Figure 12-1 – Proposed SH22 connector and its relationship to Paerata Station
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12.1.2 Validation Approach
The above assumptions were validated by conducting the following analysis:
 The IBC and DBC project descriptions and transport outcomes were reviewed to confirm that
options had been developed with the explicit purpose of providing access to the Paerata
Station; and
 A gap analysis was conducted to determine whether any new information would invalidate the
DBC concept design / alignment for the SH22 Southern Connector.

12.2

Validation of SH22 Southern Connector alignment

12.2.1 Review of previous business cases
As noted above, the rationale for adopting the SH22 Southern Connector alternative assessment for
the Paerata Accessway relies on identifying access to the station as a key driver for the options
identified in the IBC and DBC. A review of the IBC and DBC documents was therefore undertaken
focusing on the relevant project descriptors and purpose statements.
In the IBC, the SH22 Southern Connector (then referred to as option AR24) was described as:
 “Linking Paerata to the wider network, and providing opportunities for multi-modal linkages,
including to the proposed Paerata rail station”; and
“Enabling quality access to and from Paerata rail station.”
Moreover, IBC options for the Paerata Station (P1, P2, and P3) were defined in relation to their
proximity to option AR24 (SH22 Southern Connector).
In the DBC, the function of the SH22 Southern Connector was described as follows:
 “The purpose of this connection is to connect to the proposed Paerata train station (as part of the
South Rail DBC) and to wider Paerata”; and
 The project team noted the “interdependency between the connections and the locations of the
proposed rail stations. As the optioneering for rail stations was occurring simultaneously to this
process, a decision was made by the Project Team to proceed with the development and
assessment of the SH22 Connectors based on the preliminary station locations. Upon the
identification of emerging preferred locations for the train stations, the connections would be
reviewed to test whether the emerging preferred options for the connections remained
appropriate.”
On the basis of the above, access to Paerata Station was identified as one of the functions to be
served by the SH22 Southern Connector. This validated the approach of adopting the westernmost
portion of the SH22 Southern Connector concept alignment as the Paerata Station Accessway from a
strategic perspective.
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12.2.2 Gap Analysis
The above review of the IBC and Strategic South DBC found that SH22 Southern Connector options
have a clearly documented history of being developed with the purpose of providing access to
Paerata Station. Therefore, a gap analysis was undertaken to confirm whether any new information or
changes in project context emerging since early-2020 fundamentally invalidated the SH22 Southern
Connector concept alignment. This is summarised in Table 12-1 below.
Table 12-1 – Paerata Accessway Gap Analysis
Type

Summary of new information

Is wider optioneering triggered for
SH22 Southern Connector?

Land Use Planning

Six Private Plan Changes lodged and
notified in the Drury area.

No – none of the PPC’s affect this
alignment.

Environmental
Regulation /
National Guidance

National Policy Statement (NPS) on
Urban Development (NPS-UD) took
effect August 2020.

No – all options would have similar
effects on development potential. The
project helps give effect to the NPS by
enabling access to a rapid transit station.

Relevantly, policies require Councils to
enable building heights of at least six
storeys within walking distance of rapid
transit stations; and for planning
decisions to contribute to wellfunctioning urban environments.
NPS on Freshwater Management
(NPS-FM) and supporting National
Environmental Standards (NES) took
effect September 2020.
Relevantly, the two documents provide
a more stringent policy direction and
regulations on wetland and river loss,
culverts, and fish passage.

Change in project
extent

No – MCA assessed effects as moderate
impacts on low value streams. No
wetlands documented in the MCA. Likely
that any streams could be bridged to
avoid direct effects.
NES allows wetland loss for specified
infrastructure as a discretionary activity.

NPS on Indigenous Biodiversity (NPSIB) drafted, expected to take
effect April 2021. Draft does not include
any carve out for infrastructure that
affects Significant Natural Areas
or areas deemed to be significant in an
AEE.

Unlikely – no Significant Ecological Areas
(SEAs) affected, one potential site
identified as having potential ecological
value – a shelterbelt at 933 Paerata
Road.

The westernmost 700m of the SH22
Southern Connector is required for
access to the station interchange – i.e.
the majority of the 1.1km length of the
SH22 Southern Connector.

No – the SH22 Southern Connector
alignment is ideally placed to provide
access to the station.

A 24m cross-section is required for the
station accessway, compared with 30m
for the SH22 Northern Connector.
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In short, the gap analysis found that the new information and changes in project context emerging
since early-2020 did not invalidate the SH22 Southern Connector concept alignment. Accordingly, the
approach of adopting the concept alignment as the basis for the Paerata Station Accessway was
confirmed as valid.

12.3

Preferred option refinement

As per the final step in the optioneering process, further design development and refinement was
undertaken to translate the preferred option into a workable accessway design (see Figure 12-2). This
has included the following:
 Finalisation of the accessway length / longitudinal extent – this was determined to be the
westernmost 700m between SH22 and the entrance to the Interchange Facilities (see Figure
12-2), and includes bridging of the NIMT with sufficient clearance for four tracks. The remaining
400m of the corridor to the east would be the subject of a separate application;
 Finalisation of the corridor cross-section – as noted in sections Error! Reference source not f
ound. and 9.2.2, the Corridor Form and Function (CFAF) assessment tool was used to define the
required form and function of the Paerata Accessway, and identified that a 24m cross-section (see
Table 9-4) could meet demand for access to the station in the medium term. The corollary is that
the remaining width required for long-term capacity (previously assumed to be a 30m crosssection) beyond the Accessway would be the subject of a separate application;
 Finalisation of the SH22 intersection form – following the CFAF process, a roundabout has been
assumed as the intersection form; and
 Ongoing refinements to the stormwater treatment and construction yard / laydown arrangements.

Figure 12-2 – Paerata Station Accessway – option refinement
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13

Paerata Station – Summary

The alternative assessment documented through Part F of this report has resulted in the identification
of preferred options for platform locations, interchange facilities, and the accessway for Paerata
Station.
As outlined above, the assessment process and feedback from project partners (including
Manawhenua and Auckland Council) and landowners, identified P2 as the preferred option for the
station platform location at Paerata, but with a 60m southward movement of the original P2 location in
order to reduce certain impacts (e.g. earthworks) where possible.
In terms of interchange facilities, P2-A was identified as the preferred option, located to the east of the
station platform.
For the station accessway, the SH22 Southern Connector alignment between SH22 and the
interchange facility east of the tracks was adopted as the basis for accessing the station from SH22.,
which was further refined to ensure integration with interchange facilities.
The preferred options identified through this process have in turn directly informed the NoRs and
resource consents being sought in this application.

Figure 13-1 Indicative footprint for Paerata Station
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PART F
Alternative Methods

PART G: ALTERNATIVE STATUTORY METHODS
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14

Alternative Methods

14.1

Introduction

This section documents the alternative methods considered by KiwiRail to undertake the South Rail
Station Projects. In particular, it summarises the consideration of:
 Alternative statutory methods for the route protection and implementation of projects;
 Designation and Consenting Approach;
 Staging Approach; and
 Construction Methodology Approach.
The consideration of alternative methods for the South Rail Station Projects has taken place in the
context of clear Government directives regarding the funding and timing of the stations. In particular,
as noted in section 1.2 of this report, funding has been allocated by the Government as part of the
NZUP Programme to deliver the Drury Central and Paerata Stations by 2024-25.

14.2

Alternative Statutory Methods

Options for statutory methods to enable short-term implementation of the stations. The options
considered and their respective strengths, weaknesses, and suitability are summarised in Table 14-1
below.
Table 14-1 – Summary of possible statutory methods
Method Considered

Strengths, Weaknesses, and Suitability to Projects

1 – New or Altered
Designation with
Regional Resource
Consents



Designations authorise activities that would otherwise require district plan
resource consents. Therefore, bundling designations with regional consents
ensures that all planning authorisations required for the project can be
obtained concurrently, enabling implementation once confirmed and granted;



Designations are the strongest form of route protection in that they have
interim effect once lodged, protect the land from activities incompatible with
the purpose of the designation;



Detail can be deferred to an Outline Plan of Works, or waived depending on
the level of design available and implementation timeframe (see section 14.3
below);



This joint method results in a higher level of information requirement, and
therefore an increased level of time and cost to obtain compared with other
approaches. This risk can be mitigated to a degree by utilising one of the fasttrack pathways available – e.g. the COVID-19 Act, Direct Referral to the
Environment Court, or a Board of Inquiry;




Ensures a cohesive network can be route protected, consented, and built out
in stages;
Clearly signals intended land use; and



Likely suitable to the stations given the proposed NZUP staging.
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2 – New or Altered
Designation Only



Generally has the same strengths and weaknesses as noted in method 1 for
designations and regional resource consents. However – the omission of
regional consents means that the relevant regional consents would need to be
obtained in the future to give effect to the project.

3 – Resource Consents
Only



Where solely resource consents are relied upon, the applicant must own the
land to which the application applies. While it does have compulsory
acquisition powers under the Public Works Act 1981, KiwiRail does not yet
own all of the land required to implement the South Rail Station Projects;



Relying on resource consents only would mean applying for district plan
resource consents individually in addition to regional consents, rather than
simply being authorised by a designation.



Foregoes the other advantages of designation noted under method 1, in
particular achieving interim protection.



Process whereby a landowner or developer agrees to fund or implement a
project on their land. Can be provided for by Plan Change provisions.



Work best with single large developers who own the land on which the project
needs to be located.



Complex process – negotiation with multiple parties with differing
expectations, timeframes, priorities, and dependencies. Requires agreement
on equitable delineation of responsibility for the works.
Not well suited to the South Rail Station Projects given that none of the active
developers own significant portions of the land required for the proposed
stations.

4 – Landowner /
Developer Negotiation
or Plan Change
processes



Having regard to the above, it was determined that Drury Central and Paerata Stations would be
progressed via two NoRs and regional consents.

14.3

Designation and Consenting Approach

KiwiRail has considered a range of approaches in terms of the level of detail in its NoRs and resource
consents for the South Rail Station Projects, noting that the RMA provides for a deferral of detail in an
NoR to the Outline Plan of Works Stage (OPW). Broadly, these approaches range from an ‘effects
envelope’ approach with a relatively low level of detail and high level of flexibility, to a detailed
approach waiving the requirement for an OPW. The approaches considered are summarised in Table
14-2.
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Table 14-2 – Levels of detail in the application
Option

Description

Pros

Cons

1 – Effects
envelope / no
condition 1
(General
Accordance)

Designation and resource consents
(where applicable) provide for a broad
worst-case scenario / wide effects
envelope.

Greater design
flexibility

Less certainty of
design, costs, and
effects

Faster pre-lodgement
delivery
Most suited to route
protection

Slower postlodgement – detail
deferred

2 – Effects
envelope / with
condition 1
(General
Accordance)

Designation and resource consents
(where applicable) provide for a broad
worst-case scenario, but broadly based
on general accordance with a design.

3 – Traditional
designation

Designation and resource consents
(where applicable) provide an
assessment of a design, with effects
envelope adopted where necessary.

Balance of flexibility and certainty

4 – Detailed
designation +
OPW waiver

Designation and resource consents
(where applicable) provide a detailed
assessment of a specimen design, and
management plans are provided with
the assessment.

Greater certainty of
design, costs, and
effects

Little design flexibility
Slower prelodgement delivery

Streamlined postlodgement – work done
upfront
Most suited to
implementation

Having regard to the above, KiwiRail’s preferred approach has generally been to adopt a traditional
designation approach, with elements of an effects envelope where necessary and suitable in the
context of project staging. Accordingly, an OPW waiver is not to be sought. While two of the stations
are identified for implementation by 2024-25, it was considered that retaining flexibility was in the
project’s best interest given the current level of conceptual design, the forthcoming detailed design
stage, and the inherent uncertainty of an urbanising greenfield environment.

14.4

Staging Approach

In addition to the sequencing of stations outlined above, KiwiRail has also considered the delivery
method for each station in terms of staging. Broadly speaking, the stations proposed can be delivered
as a single package of work, or in a staged approach. The merits of each delivery approach are
dictated by:
 The relative demand to be served / expected level of usage at each station over time;
 The level of urbanisation around each station over time, which in turn influences how people
access each station; and
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 The level of funding allocated to the projects.
KiwiRail’s preferred approach having regard to the above factors is for a staged approach within a
wider footprint for a maximum level of demand. A modular approach to the concept design for each
station has been adopted to provide for stageability. The benefits of this approach are as follows:
 Allows for future-proofing and ensures that the stations will be ‘right-sized’ for evolving demand
over time; and
 Prudent use of transport funding – avoiding over-investment, and ensuring that the projects can be
delivered within the NZUP funding allocation.
The form and function summary statements for each station provide further detail on potential staging
– see sections 5.2 (Drury Central), and 9.2 (Paerata).
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